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1.1 a A simplified crystal domain under shear stress (red arrows). Shear has resulted in
a misalignment of lattice planes in the top half relative to the bottom. The location
of maximum misalignment is the dislocation core (indicated by ⊥). b The disloca-
tion propagates into the crystal. As it passes, lattice sites in the top half-space shift
neighbors in the bottom half-space over to the left. c The dislocation has passed fully
through the crystal, leaving a domain with no elastic shear but a permanent surface de-
formation. At macroscopic scales, plastic shear is the result of many such dislocation
passages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
1.2 a A simplified crystal with a dislocation (⊥). A loop, drawn by hopping from lattice
point to neighboring lattice point, encloses the dislocation core. b The same loop,
drawn in a crystal without a dislocation, fails to close. The vector that completes the
loop (~b) is the Burgers vector of the dislocation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
1.3 a A gently curved crystal lattice (green) with distributed edge dislocations (⊥). Forces
(red arrows) are applied to the dislocations that collect them in one region. b After
dislocations have been collected, the crystal has increased local curvature. If this local
curvature exceeds a threshold, a misorientation grain boundary can be created. . . . . 10
1.4 a Force (red arrow) is applied to a dislocation dipole to drive it towards a coherent
grain (green). b After passage through the coherent grain, the dipole has roughened
the boundaries with a local shift of one Burgers vector. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
1.5 a A finite crystal domain (green), has a complimentary pair of dislocations created
within it. Forces (red arrows) drives these dislocations towards the domain boundary.
b Upon reaching the surface, dislocations produce step edges with a height of one
Burgers vector. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
1.6 Functional reconfigurations that are possible with control of shear displacement on
arbitrary planes. Yellow arrows represent planned shear displacements. a Locomotion
of a colloidal domain (green) against a wall (gray) by sequential shearing. b Peristaltic
transport of a cargo object (yellow cylinder) by sequential shearing. c Cargo (yellow
cylinder) capture by sequential shearing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
3.1 The isotropic pair potentials used in this study, shown in units of system thermal en-
ergy. Darker blue curves are potentials with larger hardness values (labeled on curves).
The Lennard-Jones potential (shifted in energy by ε) is also shown for comparison. . . 26
viii
3.2 Pressures at which the moduli of SWCA systems most closely approach those of an
LJ system at zero pressure. (a) Plots of the absolute value of the fractional difference
in strain free energy between the SWCA and LJ system. Here F refstrain is the strain free
energy of the LJ system against which the matching is being evaluated. Error bars
are calculated via bootstrapping of moduli measurements, and represent one standard
deviation. (b) Absolute pressure versus hardness. Tick marks indicate the uncertainty
of Pmatch, one standard deviation of the minima from the fit in (a), and the color map
is the fit value from (a), truncated at 10% maximum difference. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
3.3 Energy and entropy of deformation. (a) Internal (potential and kinetic) energy of
deformation of potentials in this hardness family. Solid lines are linear fits to data
collected from systems homogeneously deformed along the [11̄0] direction. (b) Ratio
of internal energy change to free energy change (evaluated at 1% strain). Free energy
is calculated from the sampled elastic moduli and the applied homogeneous strain.
Error bars of one standard deviation are much smaller than shown data points. . . . . 31
3.4 The standard deviation of per-particle strain energy values (normalized to a reference
strain) as a function of the number of decorrelated samples considered. For each sam-
ple number, bootstrapping is used to obtain the standard deviation. The normalization
strain is chosen to be the per-particle strain energy of a 1% volumetric expansion in
LJ, which estimates the strain energy of a dilatory point defect such as a vacancy. With
increasing h, fewer samples are required to obtain the same standard deviation values. 32
3.5 Strain fields around partial dislocation pairs. This view is along the length of the
dislocation line, with the Burgers vector pointing from left to right in the plane of
the image. The three strain components with the largest magnitudes are shown. At
low hardness, and in particular for LJ, we find a close match between the analytically
generated strain distribution and the sampled one. As the hardness of the potential is
increased, an asymmetry develops between the compressive and tensile regions of ηxx
and ηzz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
3.6 Strain field components which involve the y direction. Simulated dislocations contain
kinks and bends, which produce average values of ηyy, ηxy, and ηyz that are larger and
differently distributed than the perfectly straight calculated dislocations. . . . . . . . 35
3.7 Cubic symmetry elastic modulus constants, relative to the zero-pressure LJ solid, for
SWCA potentials at different hardness values (sampled under appropriate Pmatch).
Uniaxial terms (C11) are relatively stable as hardness is increased, while shear terms
(C44) and uniaxial coupling terms (C12) change in a complimentary way. Error esti-
mates were generated with a bootstrapping procedure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
3.8 Stress-strain relationship for different values of h under a strain ramp. The region of
linear behavior shrinks and the asymmetry of the stress curve increases as the pair
potential hardness is increased. All potentials are first equilibrated under appropriate
Pmatch and then a uniaxial strain is applied. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
3.9 ηxx strain distributions mirrored across the glide plane (111), differenced, and the
absolute value taken. As the hardness of the potential is increased, the symmetry of
the distribution across the glide plane decreases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
ix
3.10 The radius of the dislocation core estimated from the colloidal crystal modulus. Error
bars of one standard deviation are much smaller than data points. As potential hard-
ness is increased, the core radius calculated by this measure decreases. This behavior
is due to changes in the value of C11 − C12 as potential hardness increases. . . . . . . 39
3.11 (a) Stress-strain curves for a system with h = 0.95, found by equilibrating the system
under a hydrostatic pressure and then applying a uniaxial strain. As the pressure is
reduced, the linearity of the stress-strain relationship improves. However, at pressures
other than Pmatch, the solids cannot be said to have similar mechanical properties to
the other systems shown in this study. (b) Strain to contact for systems in (a). Strain
to contact is the strain needed geometrically to make particle centers sit a distance of
rcut from each other. Error bars represent one standard deviation (due to uncertainty
in measurement of the lattice parameter). The region of linear behavior for a hard
repulsive material must be a fraction of the strain-to-particle contact. Together this
data shows that hard potentials behave most elastically linear when the rattle volume
of a particle at its lattice site is large. The time averaged effect of many hard-particle
collisions produces an effective harmonic potential. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
4.1 Examples of how direct control over dislocations can reconfigure crystalline materi-
als. ai-ii Bending localization (or grain boundary formation) ai dislocations (⊥) are
initially distributed randomly, resulting in low, evenly distributed curvature. Forces
are applied to dislocations (red arrows). aii Dislocations are concentrated, resulting in
high local curvature. bi-ii Coherent boundary roughening by passage of dislocation
dipoles. bi Force (red arrow) is applied to a dislocation dipole to drive it towards a
coherent grain (green). bii After passage through the coherent grain, the dipole has
roughened the boundaries with a local shift of one Burgers vector. . . . . . . . . . . . 45
4.2 Schematic flow of information in this study. Green boxes indicate that molecular
dynamics methods are used in that step. The red box indicates our newly developed
strain alchemy algorithm. Boxes are labeled with matching sections when appropriate. 46
4.3 a A close-packed hard-sphere crystal showing obstruction-free channels aligned with
the 〈11̄0〉 family of directions. The triangle highlights the columns of nearest-neighbor
particles for the indicated channel. b In the here-depicted (111) plane of densely
packed spheres, these channels correspond to troughs with triangular cross section,
indicated by the shaded rectangle. c The probe particle model. Rigid-body segments
(yellow) with repulsive interactions are rendered at the zero-energy isosurface. The
center particle of the rigid body (red) coincides with the particle’s center of mass. The
mass, center of mass, and moment of inertia of the probe are calculated as though it is
comprised of overlapping spheres of the same density as the lattice particles. A force
(red arrow) is applied along the probe axis. The probe shown is one example of a
sequence of segment diameters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
x
4.4 Schematic of how line dislocation arrays (column i) and dislocation loops (column ii)
are prepared for MD simulation. ai An initially perfect crystal domain (green), has
a rectangular section deleted from it (dashed box). The deleted volume is as wide as
the box, half as tall as the box, and one Burgers vector in thickness. bi Regions of the
crystal within the central half of the simulation box are stretched (linearly) so as to fill
in the deleted section (indicated here by a color gradient). ci Once MD simulation has
begun, the distorted crystal rapidly relaxes into a pair of partial dislocations (indicated
by ⊥), connected by stacking faults (red lines). aii An initially perfect crystal domain
(green). bii Regions of the crystal bounded by the loop glide cylinder are compressed
(linearly) so as to open up a space (dashed box) into which an additional plane of
particles is added. cii Once MD simulation has begun, the distorted crystal rapidly re-
laxes into a dislocation loop (indicated by⊥), connected by Shockley partials (green),
Hirth (purple), and stair-rod dislocations (purple). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
4.5 Comparison of sampled a and predicted b strain fields for a segmented rod interstitial.
A single slice of the strain field is shown through the midpoint of the probe, with
the long axis normal to the image plane. The sampled and predicted field show good
agreement overall with only minor differences for regions in closest contact with the
interstitial. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
4.6 The strain free-energy density of a region around the probe interstitial versus seg-
ment diameter. The sampled values (in blue), diverge from the value predicted by the
method of eigenstrains (in orange color) for segment diameters above ∼ 0.15D. The
inset shows relative error of the prediction, with a guide line at 50%. All curves have
error bars (found via bootstrapping) that are smaller than the data markers. . . . . . . 54
4.7 Schematic of the strain alchemy MC loop with multiple move types, each having asso-
ciated parameters from which to select. For positional moves, the Cartesian direction
of movement (x||y||z) is chosen. For strain moves a single-segment eigenstrain (ei) is
chosen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
4.8 The aggregated results of 100 MC solver runs on an edge dislocation. a Histogram
of the barriers estimated from the eigenstrain procedure. b Distribution of solution
fitness, as defined by the difference of barriers near and far from the dislocation. c
Histograms of the diameters of each of the six segments that comprise the probe. The
mean of each distribution is indicated with a chevron. d Location of final solution
position, relative to dislocation core. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
4.9 Renderings of the top six optimized probes for interacting with an edge dislocation (a)
and extrinsic dislocation loop (b). The surface rendered is the zero-energy isosurface
of the SWCA potential. Directions relative to the rod when placed in the host crystal
are noted. The average line direction of Shockley partials is parallel to [112̄]. . . . . . 60
4.10 The aggregated results of 100 MC solver runs on an extrinsic dislocation loop. a
Histogram of the barriers estimated from the eigenstrain procedure. b Distribution of
solution fitness, as defined by the difference of barriers near and far from the dislo-
cation. c Histograms of the diameters of each of the six segments that comprise the
probe. The mean of each distribution is indicated with a chevron. d Location of final
solution position, relative to dislocation loop center axis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
xi
4.11 a Probe interstitial velocity as a function of force for various conditions of hydrostatic
strain. Curves are fit as functions of γ and barrier height, dfit. b Relationship between
the fitted value of d and that predicted by the eigenstrain estimate. c Relationship
between the fit value of γ and pressure. The quantity γ · D2 scales linearly with
applied system pressure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
4.12 a Optimized probe distance traveled versus slip of the central region for a simulated
edge dislocation array. Particle forces above fb = 16.8 result in small slopes, indi-
cating that the active particle escapes from the vicinity of the dislocation. The inset
shows the velocity of the optimized probe as a function of force. There is a local
maximum in velocity before the breakaway force. Snapshots of the optimized probe
as it interacts with a partial edge dislocation, rendered with OVITO [117]. b The dis-
location array, shown with all particles having an FCC-like neighbor shell removed.
The red particles are members of the stacking faulted layer and the white particles are
members of the disordered core. c Close-up of the optimized particle as it interacts
with one of the partial dislocations. d A slab of particles at the start of the simula-
tion, color coded by x position. e The same particles after several passages of the
dislocation array through the box. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
4.13 a Optimized probe distance traveled versus slip of the loop glide cylinder region
for a simulated extrinsic dislocation loop. Probe forces above fb = 29.2 result in
small slopes, indicating that the active probe escapes from the vicinity of the dislo-
cation. Inset shows the velocity of the probe as a function of force. Snapshots of
a segmented rod interstitial particle as it interacts with an extrinsic dislocation loop,
rendered with OVITO [117]. b Close-up of the dislocation loop structure with op-
timized probe nearby. Particles with FCC-like environments have been removed for
visibility. Red particles are members of stacking faults, and white particles have dis-
turbed neighbor shells. c Close-up with particles rendered transparently and disloca-
tion lines highlighted: green lines are partial (Shockley) dislocations (~b = 1
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ABSTRACT
Engineering defect configurations within atomic crystalline materials, particularly metals, is
a cornerstone of material science. Crystalline defects affect every facet of a material’s proper-
ties, and in this regard, crystals composed of colloidal particles are no different from their atomic
analogues. What is different, at the colloidal scale, is that new techniques have been developed
to allow for the application of local forces by independently operating µm-scale particles. The
capacity of such active matter to manipulate, produce, and remove colloidal defects is only just
starting to be explored. This dissertation seeks to establish the feasibility of directly controlling
crystalline defects through the action of a particle species that exerts work locally, via computer
simulation. The goals of such microstructure manipulation are to create materials with dynamic
properties that change in response to external stimuli. Dynamic modification of crystallite shape,
optical properties, or mechanical properties such as resistance to deformation are examples of what
can be achieved through the action of active particles strongly coupled to colloidal defects. This
dissertation is built around four studies of the behavior of defects in colloidal materials.
First, I examine the nature of dislocations in crystals composed of particles interacting through
repulsive pair potentials. By comparing attractive potentials to a family of repulsive ones with
differing slopes, I explore the changes to mechanical properties and dislocation structure that oc-
cur as entropy comes to dominate the deformation free energy of a material. By comparing the
deformation free energy of materials across a collection of strain modes, I introduce a way to com-
pare systems composed of attractive particles with systems of repulsive particles bound together
by pressure. By varying the confining pressure, I find that attractive and repulsive systems can be
matched in material properties. Furthermore, I investigate the strain fields that surround disloca-
xviii
tions in these materials. I find that the framework of linear elasticity is most applicable to hard
particle systems at pressures near the melting transition. As the pressure is further increased, the
range of linear elastic behavior shrinks and greater tension-compression asymmetry arises. This
study demonstrates that colloidal solids near their melting pressure can be analyzed and engineered
for mechanical properties using well-established formalisms developed for atomic systems.
Second, I study the interactions between colloidal dislocations and anisotropic interstitial par-
ticles that are capable of exerting local forces. By representing this interstitial by the strain field it
produces when embedded in the crystal, I formulate a method of optimizing the interaction of the
dislocation and interstitial by allowing the strain field to fluctuate. Once an optimal strain field is
found, this field is mapped back to an interstitial particle geometry that produces it. The mapping
between strain field and geometry is achieved using the method of eigenstrains, which allows for
rapid prediction of strain fields without any particle-based simulation. As a result, the optimization
can be carried out very quickly compared to schemes requiring molecular dynamics simulation to
assess a trial geometry’s fitness. I study the interaction of interstitials with straight edge dislo-
cations and dislocation loops. Dislocation loops are found to be capable of stronger binding to
optimized interstitials due to the way that dislocation bending localizes strain fields. By molecular
dynamics simulation of optimized particles with dislocations, I show that both lines and loops can
be induced to glide by the action of bound active interstitials.
Third, I explore the interaction of active rod-like interstitial particles with stacking faults in
face-centered cubic colloidal crystals of repulsive spheres. I find that certain geometries of active
interstitials are capable of efficiently searching through a crystal and binding strongly to a stacking
fault. High mobility and strong binding of the active interstitial are antagonistic properties, both
primarily controlled by the length of the active rod. I find that active rod length influences mobility
and binding by changing the probability of reorientation. Active rods that compromise between
high mobility and strong binding to stacking faults are able to impede the motion of partial dislo-
cation pairs. They rapidly encounter the stacking faults that link partial dislocations in the FCC
crystal, and when absorbed provide an additional barrier to dislocation glide. The presence of
xix
such optimized active, stacking-fault seeking interstitials can be detected in the shear deformation
properties of dislocated crystals even at concentrations as small as 64 per million host particles.
Fourth, I explore how a crystalline colloidal robot could be reconfigured using shear displace-
ments resulting from the biased migration of dislocations. I propose a means of creating and
controlling the migration of dislocations in 2D colloidal crystals based on embedded clusters of
particles capable of changing size. I discuss how such clusters should produce dislocation pairs
on a single glide plane, with consistent dislocation biasing. The geometry of the cluster is a key
parameter; effective clusters have anisotropies that result in the necessary biasing. I show that for
clusters of particular geometries, cyclic expansion and contraction of their constituent particles
produce dislocations that accumulate slip. Single or multiple slip planes can be used to reshape the
boundaries of a 2D colloidal crystallite.
Lastly, I conclude with an overview of all chapters, emphasizing how these studies are part of
an overarching investigation. I also discuss directions for experimental and theoretical future work





Colloidal matter refers to substances that are comprised of (at least) two phases, with one phase
being sub-micrometer (µm) particles immersed in the other fluid-like phase. Familiar examples of
colloidal suspensions include milk, fog, and clay [1]. Recently, sophisticated synthesis techniques
have been developed that allow direct control over a variety of colloidal particle properties [2, 3].
This new-found control has driven an explosion of research into how such colloidal materials can
be designed for exotic or exceptional material properties.
At colloidal length scales, individual particles behave less like familiar macroscopic objects
(i.e. grains of sand) and more like ‘large atoms’, in the sense that thermal fluctuations cause them
to randomly diffuse and explore their environment. This motion, the product of atomic collisions
with the fluid environment, is known as Brownian motion. Such incessant movement results in
ergodic sampling of the configuration space of systems of colloidal particles. This means, in
essence, that the probability of observing a configuration of colloids is directly related to the free
energy of that configuration. By leveraging powerful statistical methods initially developed for use
in atomic systems, collective properties of large numbers of particles (for instance, bulk modulus
[4], equations of state [5] and phase transitions [6]) can be predicted.
A topic of intense interest in the past several decades has been phase transitions between a
dispersed, fluid-like arrangement of colloidal particles and a condensed solid-like arrangement
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with crystalline ordering. Even in the simplest of cases, i.e. with the only interaction between
particles being that they cannot overlap each other, many distinct crystalline phases can be obtained
depending upon the shape of the colloids [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Many schemes exist
for inducing attractive interactions between colloids, including depletion [17, 18, 19, 20], DNA
functionalization [21, 22, 23, 24], and electric field interactions [25, 26, 27, 28], among others
[29]. Consequently, there is a large variety of crystalline colloidal materials that have been realized
experimentally and predicted computationally.
Such crystalline assemblies present enticing opportunities to materials scientists. When de-
signing a material, we are limited by the atoms themselves; they cannot be engineered for specific
properties or functionalities. In a colloidal crystal however, much ingenious work has shown that
a great deal of functionality and tailored properties can be bestowed upon individual sub-µm scale
particles. This raises tantalizing possibilities for the design of colloidal metamaterials that have ex-
otic properties not possible with a traditional material. Information storage, properties that change
in response to stimuli, self-healing, and shape reconfiguration are examples of properties that next-
generation materials science seeks to realize with colloidal materials.
1.2 Colloidal Solids as Metamaterials
Metamaterial [30] is a term referring to a material comprised of designed subunits (which are each
composed of many atoms). The designed subunits are sometimes referred to as meta-atoms and are
often treated as the fundamental unit of the material. Metamaterial research has been particularly
successful in producing materials with exotic optical properties [31]. Metamaterials that produce
exceptional mechanical [32] or acoustic [33] properties have also been explored. I will focus on
two areas in this introduction, mechanical and optical, in which colloid-based metamaterials have
been shown to be promising.
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1.2.1 Mechanical Applications
A colloidal metamaterial is held together by inter-particle forces that are generally weaker per
unit volume than the forces that bind together atomic materials. Therefore, it is unreasonable to
attempt to create an exceptionally strong material composed of colloidal particles. However, other
properties, such as phononic spectra, can be engineered by tuning the composition or length scale
of a colloidal solid [34]. Furthermore, it is now possible to create colloids with the ability to exert
work individually and independently [35], so-called active matter.
The most commonly studied varieties of active colloids are capable of directed or self-propelled
motion. This has several interesting consequences, most obviously for materials with switchable
properties. A recent example are so-called ‘living crystals’ [36], which are self-propelled un-
der illumination by ultraviolet light. When self-propelled, particle-particle collisions lead to the
formation of clusters that behave like a condensed phase. Similarly, the emergent interactions
of magnetic colloidal particles driven by rotating external magnetic fields have been exploited to
demonstrate a variety of behaviors and functionalities [37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Beyond self-propulsion,
out-of-equilibrium processes such as DNA conformation changes [42] have been used to produce
crystals of nanoparticles that expand or contract in response to environmental signals.
These examples collectively suggest a future colloidal metamaterial capable of dynamic recon-
figuration and mechanical property change in a manner similar to the cytoskeletal matrix of single-
celled organisms. Such organisms have sophisticated assemblies of macromolecules that permit
the growth of appendages to engulf food or move in their environment [43, 44]. Fittingly, much
work on active materials is concerned with liquid crystals composed of actin filaments that are
extracted from cells and induced to activity by the application of biological agents [45]. A robotic
device of sufficiently small scale would require a material with similar capabilities to interact with
and control its environment. To successfully realize the dream of a fully artificial cellular-scale
robot, a synthetic medium capable of similar mechanical property changes is needed.
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1.2.2 Optical Applications
A wide variety of interesting optical properties have been realized using designed meta-atoms.
Notable examples are the prediction and realization of metamaterials capable of optical cloaking
[46, 47] and negative refraction [48, 49]. However even simple meta-atoms (particles composed
of a single material) arranged in a crystalline structure can produce useful optical effects. If the
assembly has variations in refractive index that are on the same length scale as the wavelength of
optical light, intense wavelength- and angle-dependent reflections can occur [50]. The brilliant
colors of opals are one natural example. Certain crystal structures have wavelength ranges over
which all angles of incident light are totally reflected, known as a ‘photonic bandgap’. Wavelengths
within the gap evanescently decay (without absorption) in the crystal bulk [51].
1.3 Defects and Material Properties
When a material is crystalline, the presence of defects can have dramatic impact on the material
properties of the solid. The engineering of defect configurations (referred to as ‘microstructure’ in
the structural metals community) has been a major factor in the improvement of engineering alloys.
This is because the plastic deformation properties of a crystalline material depend sensitively on the
quantity, arrangement, and nature of defects within it. Finding new methods to produce, remove,
or reconfigure defects allow us to exercise control over the mechanical properties of metals [52].
Similar techniques can be applied to colloidal crystals. The resistance of a colloidal crystal to
plastic deformation could be modified dynamically if defects within it could be manipulated in
response to external stimuli by local work exerted by active particles.
Defects also dominate other colloidal metamaterial properties of interest. The optical proper-
ties of structural color and photonic bandgaps are highly sensitive to the ordering (or lack thereof)
in the crystalline assembly. In the past several decades a large number of computational and ex-
perimental studies have been conducted that demonstrate how defects in photonic materials can
be fashioned into functional devices [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58] A linear break in crystalline order,
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for example, produces a path of propagation for frequencies of light not permitted to propagate in
the photonic crystal bulk [53, 54]. The details of this defect path can produce a variety of useful
effects, such as power-splitting at junctions, low loss at sharp bends, or designed phase delaying.
To date, these studies have employed photolithography techniques to create defective photonic
crystals from the ‘top down’, resulting in a fixed final structure. The possibility of mobile, recon-
figurable defects raises interesting potentialities for photonic circuits. Consider the possibility of
moving two waveguiding paths together (and in so doing creating a junction). Optical junctions
that could be brought together and split apart, perhaps in response to environmental cues, would
be an important step towards the realization of neuromorphic optical computing.
The ability to (dynamically) specify a defect configuration for crystalline materials has many
advantages for material property and functional device engineering. The way in which this dis-
sertation explores how to manipulate defect microstructure is by coupling active particles in the
colloidal assembly to dislocations. At a fundamental level, dislocations are responsible for much
of the internal reconfiguration that occurs when crystalline materials change shape. By taking
control of dislocations, we gain the ability to both modify the presence of other defects within a
colloidal crystallite or change its shape through the action of internal work dissipation.
1.4 Dislocations
If we wish to reshape or reconfigure a material, we can state this goal in another way; we wish
to transport mass through the material. When we consider a condensed, crystalline phase, this
goal seems inherently difficult. Close-packed crystals (which are the easiest crystals to form from
excluded volume interactions) are crowded environments, lacking room to redistribute their con-
stituent (meta)atoms without collective rearrangement. The resolution of this problem arises nat-
urally in the form of the dislocation. Dislocations are linear defects in crystals that have a distinct
pattern of elastic deformation surrounding them. Dislocations were first theoretically considered
by mathematicians studying singularities in isotropic elastic media [59, 60] in the early 1900s, but
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they were not connected to the behavior of metals until long after the discovery of x-rays and the
crystallinity of metals.
Figure 1.1: a A simplified crystal domain under shear stress (red arrows). Shear has resulted in
a misalignment of lattice planes in the top half relative to the bottom. The location of maximum
misalignment is the dislocation core (indicated by⊥). b The dislocation propagates into the crystal.
As it passes, lattice sites in the top half-space shift neighbors in the bottom half-space over to the
left. c The dislocation has passed fully through the crystal, leaving a domain with no elastic shear
but a permanent surface deformation. At macroscopic scales, plastic shear is the result of many
such dislocation passages.
The shearing of a discretized material occurs by the switching of neighbor bonds. Within a
crystal, if all bonds across a plane are cut, and the top half-space shifted relative to the bottom-half
space and re-attached, then some amount of permanent shear deformation occurs. In 1926 Frenkel
[61] showed that reasonable theoretical estimates of the force required to deform metals by such
a mechanism was many orders of magnitude larger than the forces that experimentally deformed
metals. It was hypothesized that bonds between atoms were being switched locally in the vicinity
of mobile defects, which lowered the shear required for plastic deformation. Between 1934-1939,
the atomic structure and properties of dislocations were proposed by Orowan, Taylor, Polanyi, and
Burgers [62, 63, 64, 65], and experimental evidence was found soon after to support the dislocation
mechanism of deformation [66]. These dislocation defects could be linked back to the theoretical
elastic singularities postulated before the discovery of metal’s crystalline structure.
The process of local bond switching that occurs as a dislocation propagates through a crystal
is shown in Fig. 1.1. Under external shear stress, a dislocation (core indicated by ⊥) is driven to
move in its glide plane (or created, if none existed initially). Near the dislocation core, distortions
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to the lattice positions are large. However, after it has passed all elastic strains are relaxed and
neighbor bonds that crossed the glide plane of the dislocation have been exchanged. The end result
is the same as cutting all bonds and shifting the crystal above the glide plane relative to the region
below the glide plane. The distance of the slip in the glide plane produced by a dislocation is set
by a topological quantity of the defect known as the Burgers vector,~b [67].
Figure 1.2: a A simplified crystal with a dislocation (⊥). A loop, drawn by hopping from lattice
point to neighboring lattice point, encloses the dislocation core. b The same loop, drawn in a
crystal without a dislocation, fails to close. The vector that completes the loop (~b) is the Burgers
vector of the dislocation.
The Burgers vector is visually defined in Fig. 1.2. A path drawn by hopping from lattice site
to neighboring lattice site around a dislocation core will not form a closed path if repeated in a
dislocation-free crystal. The specifics of the path are irrelevant; if the path encloses the disloca-
tion, then the closure failure in the dislocation-free crystal will be equal to the Burgers vector.
The relationship between ~b and the dislocation’s line direction, ~l (in Fig. 1.2, the dislocation core
extends out of the plane of the page) determines the glide plane. Dislocation motion in the glide
plane has a low activation energy compared to motion out of the glide plane (which is called climb).
Generally, the glide plane is the plane that contains both ~b and ~l. When ~b is perpendicular to ~l (as
shown in these schematics), the dislocation is called an edge dislocation. When ~b is parallel to ~l,
the dislocation is called a screw dislocation. Screw dislocations do not have a unique plane that
contains both ~b and ~l, and so they are not confined to move in a single plane. Dislocations can
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be curved or have mixed edge-screw character. They can also undergo reactions that conserve the
vector sum of~b [67].
Dislocations act as the fundamental unit of rearrangement within a crystal. Other mechanisms
that transport mass through a crystal are based on the migration of vacancies and self-interstitials.
Dislocation migration can be many orders of magnitude faster than point-defect mediated transport
in isotropically bonded materials [67]. In Fig. 1.1, the dislocations are motivated to glide by
the application of shear stress across the entire crystal domain. However, this need not be the
case. Dislocations can also be motivated to glide by local stress fields. The classic example of
local stress manipulating dislocations is a nanoindentation experiment, in which a tip of nm scale
diameter is indented into a metal surface. This local deformation drives the creation and migration
of dislocations [68].
Fundamentally, dislocations are important to the deformation of materials that are 1) crystalline
and 2) have predominantly isotropic bonding between their subunits (atoms or meta-atoms). The
archetypical colloidal metamaterial is the face-centered cubic (FCC) hard sphere crystal, which
has isotropic inter-particle interactions. Therefore dislocations dominate the deformation of this
material, as evidenced by experimental observation [69, 70]. Generally, we expect large classes
of colloidal assemblies with isotropic or near-isotropic interactions to deform via mechanisms that
would be familiar to a metallurgist.
The large scale of colloidal crystals means that defects can be directly imaged with optical
microscopes. Several studies [69, 70, 71] have reported observation of dislocation creation and
migration in experiments that mimic indentation experiments on a larger (i.e. colloidal) length
scale. Due to the ease of characterization, more has been done to study 2D dislocations in sheets of
colloidal particles [72, 73, 74]. The dynamics of dislocations in colloidal metamaterials generally
behave the same as their atomic counterparts. This equivalence suggests that the insights that have
been accumulated about the behavior of atomic dislocations can point us forward in understanding
how to manipulate defects in crystalline colloidal metamaterials.
However, there is a greater opportunity in colloidal metamaterials to apply local forces than
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in atomic systems. The large scale of colloidal particles allows for the application of external
fields, such as optical tweezers [73, 74] or magnetic fields. These forces can be applied directly to
defects in order to manipulate them, which is not possible in atomic materials. Individual particles
themselves are also large enough to be designed to exert work locally through chemical reactions
[75, 76, 77, 78].
1.5 Dislocations as Tools for Colloidal Crystal Reconfiguration
We have seen that the deformation of a colloidal metamaterial can be controlled by focusing on
the dynamics of its defects. Using locally generated stresses to motivate or arrest the motion of
defects could deform (reshape) or strengthen a colloidal material. If change in defect behavior
was linked to an environmental signal, then a mechanically-adaptive material would result. Such a
material would be desirable for the creation of µm-scale robotic devices. Furthermore, the internal
arrangement of optically useful defects in a photonic crystal could be manipulated by the passage
of dislocations. This opens up possibilities for dynamic optical circuits
Moving forward, I focus on how active particles can be strongly coupled to colloidal disloca-
tions, so as to enable reconfiguration functionalities at the µm-scale. To motivate the studies that
will be presented, I first give several examples of reconfigurations that could be accomplished with
control over colloidal dislocations.
1.5.1 Bending and Grain Boundary Formation
The core of an edge dislocations can be thought of as the terminating line of an extra half plane that
has been inserted into a crystal. The dislocation core marks a location where the number of crystal
planes changes. For this reason, the density of edge dislocations controls the bending curvature
of a crystalline domain. A region of crystal with a high density of dislocations with the same
Burgers vector will be curved. Consider a beam built from a colloidal metamaterial with a net-zero
Burgers vector, but non-zero dislocation density. If edge dislocations of both handednesses are
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Figure 1.3: a A gently curved crystal lattice (green) with distributed edge dislocations (⊥). Forces
(red arrows) are applied to the dislocations that collect them in one region. b After dislocations
have been collected, the crystal has increased local curvature. If this local curvature exceeds a
threshold, a misorientation grain boundary can be created.
evenly interspersed within the beam, then it will have little or no long range curvature. If, however,
many dislocations with the same~b are collected together, then the beam will bend. Fig. 1.3 shows
how local curvature could be changed by concentrating dislocations with the same ~b. The same
logic applies to screw dislocations, however their concentration would produce a global twist in a
beam.
If same-handedness dislocations are concentrated enough, then a grain boundary can be formed
(Fig. 1.3b). This same boundary could be disrupted by bringing in dislocations of the opposite
handedness. Local control, precise enough to fractionate dislocations by Burgers vector, could
produce arbitrary grain boundaries, or remove them.
1.5.2 Dislocation Slicing
A pair of opposite handed dislocations is known as a dislocation dipole. This configuration can
have a zero net Burgers vector (identical opposite handedness dislocations). For edge dislocations,
a dipole can be thought of as a finite extra crystal plane (or a finite missing plane). If the pair
is moved, the location of the extra (or missing) plane is effectively shifted as well. Similar to
how a single edge dislocation results in slip between the crystal regions above and below its glide
plane, a dislocation dipole results in slip of the interior region (between the glide planes) relative
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Figure 1.4: a Force (red arrow) is applied to a dislocation dipole to drive it towards a coherent
grain (green). b After passage through the coherent grain, the dipole has roughened the boundaries
with a local shift of one Burgers vector.
to the exterior region. Fig. 1.4 illustrates the effect of a dislocation dipole gliding past a coherent
crystal grain (green). Here, ‘coherent’ refers to a region of crystal that is somehow distinct from
its surrounding, but shares the same crystal structure, orientation, and mechanical properties. In
atomic systems, such a grain might be composed of a different species with very similar atomic
radius. In colloidal systems, such a region might be composed of particles that have been tagged
with fluorescent dye, or have a difference in optical or chemical properties from the rest of the
crystal.
Dislocation dipoles are possible in two and three dimensions, however in 3D dislocation loops
are also possible. A dislocation dipole can be thought of as a limiting case of very large loop.
Dislocations prefer to be straight [67]; therefore a very large loop will have at its center a region
where the dislocations are arranged like a dipole of straight dislocations.
By using multiple passages of dislocation dipoles, the interior of a crystalline domain could
be rearranged. This could be particularly useful if the regions contained optically tagged particles
or optical defects. Regions of similar optical properties could be disconnected or reattached in-
tentionally to change optical circuit behavior or bulk material optical properties. The creation of




Figure 1.5: a A finite crystal domain (green), has a complimentary pair of dislocations created
within it. Forces (red arrows) drives these dislocations towards the domain boundary. b Upon
reaching the surface, dislocations produce step edges with a height of one Burgers vector.
As implied by the discussion of dislocations under shear (Fig. 1.1), edge dislocations that
encounter a free surface will be absorbed, leaving behind a step with a height of~b. Were it possible
to create dislocations within the bulk of a material, and then direct them as desired to the surface,
a sequential reorganization of the surface could be carried out. Fig. 1.5 illustrates how the creation
and migration of dislocation pairs can change the cross-sectional shape of a disk of material.
This method of surface reshaping requires both a means to produce dislocations oriented in an
arbitrary way as well as a means to direct them towards the free surface to be manipulated. In
theory, a wide range of crystallite shape changes are possible using this method. Tasks such as
engulfing a target or crawling across a surface could be achieved by the sequential production of
many dislocations that reshape the crystallite boundary. Fig. 1.6 schematically shows three such
functional operations. In Fig. 1.6a a colloidal crystallite (green) is moved along a wall (gray)
by sequential shear displacement. Fig. 1.6b and c show how a target object could be transported
and captured by exploiting shape change due to dislocation-induced shear. Such operations are
potentially useful for colloidal-scale robots.
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Figure 1.6: Functional reconfigurations that are possible with control of shear displacement on
arbitrary planes. Yellow arrows represent planned shear displacements. a Locomotion of a col-
loidal domain (green) against a wall (gray) by sequential shearing. b Peristaltic transport of a cargo
object (yellow cylinder) by sequential shearing. c Cargo (yellow cylinder) capture by sequential
shearing.
1.6 Outline
This dissertation is built around four computational studies. In Chapter 2 I begin with a brief
overview of the simulation methods and concepts which are common, or fundamental to these
studies.
Chapter 3 compares the mechanical properties and dislocation characteristics of crystals com-
posed of a family of repulsive pair potentials. By varying the steepness of the potentials, the
mechanical response of the material can be switched from predominantly enthalpic to predomi-
nantly entropic. This chapter lays the groundwork for later chapters focused on driving the motion
of dislocations. Its contents were published in Ref [79].
In Chapter 4, I introduce a method of optimizing the shape of an active interstitial so as to
maximize strain-field-mediated interactions with a colloidal dislocation. Using an FCC crystal of
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nearly hard spheres, I demonstrate how active interstitials can be used to drive dislocations to glide.
The contents of this chapter were published in Ref [80].
Chapter 5 examines how the shape of an active interstitial controls its binding to void sites in
an FCC crystal, as well as its transport properties. I show that the topology of voids found near
stacking faults can trap active interstitials of certain sizes, and that this trapping can impede the
motion of partial dislocations that are associated with those faults. This chapter is a demonstration
of how small quantities of active particles can be used to impact the bulk deformation resistance of
a colloidal crystal. The contents of this chapter are as yet unpublished (Ref [81]).
In Chapter 6, I consider a 2D system of attractive colloidal particles that form a crystallite.
Embedded within this crystal is a cluster of particles that change their diameter. I show how for
certain geometries of embedded clusters, the change in diameter produces dislocation pairs that are
driven to the crystallite surface and so affect a change in its shape. While previous chapters focus
on controlling preexisting dislocations, this study demonstrates a scheme for producing them on
demand, resulting in a more general toolset for crystalline reconfiguration. The contents of this
chapter are as yet unpublished (Ref [82]).





2.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation
In this dissertation, the majority of simulations of interacting particles are carried out using an
implementation of the molecular dynamics (MD) method. MD is a simulation method in which
particles move according to Newton’s kinematic laws of motion [83]. An energy-distance rela-
tionship is prescribed for particles depending upon their type (a pair potential). The derivative of
this pair potential defines the interaction forces that particles feel from each other. MD is carried
out (typically) in a domain that has periodic boundary conditions, i.e. particles that leave through
a box face reappear on the opposite side of the box as though coming from an identical copy of
the system. As a result, a maximum range of interaction must be imposed, so as not to encounter a
situation where a particle applies a force to itself. Typically, pair potentials are truncated at a much
smaller distance than this in order to improve the speed of force calculation. The most basic form
of MD is energy-conserving, and corresponds to the NVE (constant number of particles, constant
volume, constant energy) thermodynamic ensemble. Common variants are NVT (constant number
of particles, constant volume, constant temperature) and NPT (constant number of particles, con-
stant pressure, constant temperature). Most simulations in this dissertation are conducted under a
variant of the NPT ensemble.
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2.1.1 The Constant Stress Isothermal Ensemble
The constant stress isothermal ensemble (NσT) is an extension of the NPT, or isobaric isothermal
ensemble. In this realization, the periodic box size and shape is changed according to a stress
matrix computed from the sum of all forces acting in the system being simulated. The stress tensor
of the system is maintained at a prescribed value by changing the six degrees of freedom that
the simulation box has (these are the side lengths and angles between sides). Simultaneously, the
velocities of all particles are rescaled so that the total kinetic energy in the system is consistent with
a prescribed temperature. This ensemble is essential for simulating solids accurately, especially
when said solids are undergoing deformation.
In a simulation with a fixed domain size, crystals that span the simulation box may have stresses
induced by a mismatch of the the length of the box and the periodic order of the crystal in that
direction. If the intent is to simulate a periodic crystal that is commensurate with the periodic
domain of an MD simulation, then an NVT (constant volume) simulation must be carefully set
to the correct domain size for the crystal, state point, and orientation of interest. The same result
can be obtained without prior detailed knowledge of the crystal’s properties (such as, for instance,
the thermal expansion coefficient) by simulating the crystal in an NσT domain. Such a simulation
will be rescaled by inter-particle forces, and equilibrate at a domain size for which forces driving
expansion and contraction of the domain are balanced.







The particles are represented in reduced coordinates, relative to this box matrix. Therefore,
when the box matrix is scaled, so too are all the positions of the particles in that box. The box ma-
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, (2.2)





where i runs over all N particles in the system, α and β reference matrix elements, pi is the
momentum vector of particle i, Fi is the force (summed from all sources) acting on particle i, ri is
the position of particle i in reduced coordinates, and φ is the potential energy.
2.2 Stress and Strain
Stress and strain are fundamental concepts which greatly aid in the analysis of anisotropic solids
undergoing deformation [85]. If we define an initial configuration X and an end configuration






We want a rotationally invariant version of α, because we will explicitly connect it to system
free energy, and system free energy should not vary with the rigid rotation of all elements. The









To relate this strain variable to the thermodynamic properties of a crystal, we must extend the
notion of work due to applied stress beyond pressure-volume work relations. An applied stress σ
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In direct analogy to the relation dW = PdV for isotropic pressures, the work done by the crystal





From here, thermodynamic state functions can be expressed as functions of configuration




Since the Helmholtz free energy (F ) is related to the system energy by F = U − TS:




In order to ensure applicability to experimental conditions in which the number of particles and
temperature are constant, we will work with the Helmholtz free energy and quantities derived from
there. Similar quantities applicable to other ensembles can be found in a similar way. Because
we have already developed a strain variable that is rotationally invariant, we can describe the free
energy as a function of that variable and configuration:
F (x, T ) = F (X, ηij, T ). (2.11)
The compressibility derived for isotropic systems, kT = −V −1 (∂V/∂P )T , is replaced with the
elastic constants. They can be found to arbitrary order:
CTijkl = V
−1 (∂2F/∂ηij∂ηkl)Tη′ , (2.12)
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CTijklmn = V
−1 (∂3F/∂ηij∂ηkl∂ηmn)Tη′ , (2.13)
CTijklmnpq = V
−1 (∂4F/∂ηij∂ηkl∂ηmnηpq)Tη′ . (2.14)
Here, η′ indicates that all other ηij are held constant during differentiation. Using these constants,
state functions can be expanded in powers of η:









CTijklηijηkl + . . . (2.15)
We can see that the terms of second order and higher represent the free energy cost of defor-
mation of the anisotropic system. The error present in this series is controllable by the choice of
series truncation. For our discussions of linear elasticity, we will consider only the second order
term. This is the same as describing all restoring forces in the material as linear in displacement.







Here, the superscript on Cijkl has been dropped because it is assumed that we are in an isother-
mal system. Changes in the strain energy of a system will be our main tool by which the interaction
of strain-producing objects (such as active particles and defects) can be estimated, provided the
strains are within the range well described by the second order C. Furthermore, strain states are
assumed to be linearly additive.
Equation 2.15 also shows how the Helmholtz free energy of an elastic solid is related to the
Gibbs free energy. The relation G = U − TS − PV can be recast as




The term that must be subtracted is simply the first order term in eq. 2.15. With this conversion the
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free energy of solids under constant temperature and pressure can be expressed as






CTijklηijηkl + . . . (2.18)
2.3 Calculation of Elastic Moduli
To assign a free energy cost to the strains measured for a system we must know the elastic modulus
of our solid. The method I employ for computing this modulus is known as the fluctuation method
[86]. This method relies upon thermal agitation in the system to sample strain space. If the periodic
simulation box is given full degrees of freedom during the simulation, then the distortions of the
box from its ensemble average shape can be interpreted as system strains. Therefore, in this method
the box distortions are recorded over the course of one simulation, and all modulus components
are solved for via a system of equations.
Parrinello and Rahman first proposed the (PR) fluctuation method for the isothermal constant
stress ensemble (NσT ) [86]. In the PR formulation, only the fluctuations of system strain are used





is solved, which is a straightforward application of energy equipartition; on average, the free energy
stored in strain fluctuations must be consistent with the temperature of the system. The angle
brackets represent ensemble averages, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and 〈V 〉 is the average system










Here the ensemble average scaling matrix 〈h〉 defines a neutral, unstrained reference state and δij
is the Kronecker delta tensor. In practice, the inversion required can be carried out by switching to
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the Voigt representation [87] of the matrix (6×6). Despite the simplicity of its formulation and the
convenience of not needing to know anything about the interaction pair potentials of particles in the
system, this fluctuation method is of limited use because it suffers from very poor convergence [88].
Using newer formulations of the method that incorporate stress fluctuations [88], quick conver-
gence can be obtained in a single simulation run to completely characterize the elastic modulus.
For a description of the stress-strain fluctuation method, see AppendixA.
2.4 Local Strains
In section 2.2, the strain was interpreted as a linear transform to all points within the entire sys-
tem. This need not be the case. All stress and strain variables can be expressed as tensor fields,
describing local linear transformations. Defects (such as dislocations) can then be described by
the characteristic strain field that they produce. Generally, defects have a short range length scale
(the ‘core’ of the defect) for which the small strain assumption of linear elastic theory broken, and
a longer range length under which they can be approximated as a linear strain field. Because the
region of small strain is long-ranged, it typically contains more free energy than the core, despite
the high free energy density of the highly distorted core region.
Ultimately, the local strain concept views a system as a collection of sub-domains with ho-
mogeneous (constant) strains within them. Each sub domain then obeys the expressions derived
in section 2.2. There is the additional consideration of what happens at the interface of two sub-
domains with different strain states. When considering a domain without internal voids or free
surfaces, the tensor field that describes the location dependent strain must obey compatibility re-









the displacement vector and ~x is the position vector). Stated another way, this condition requires
that the strains be obtainable from integration of the displacements. In this context, displacements
are vectors describing how far a reference point has moved during a deformation.
These properties of strain fields can be exploited to allow us to numerically predict a strain
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field resulting from a prescribed space-varying deformation. Consider the case of an inclusion
embedded within a material. If the inclusion and the material have different thermal expansion
properties, then a change in temperature will produce a strain at the inclusion’s edge. The strain
field produced by this expansion need not be associated with a corresponding stress field, and
therefore it need not obey compatibility. However, the strain will induce a stress and strain state
in both the material and inclusion. The superposition of the ‘non-elastic’ expansion strain, and the
elastic strain must be compatible (if no voids are formed). While thermal expansion mismatch is
a classic example, this general concept can be applied to any situation where we want to find the
total strain resulting from a ‘non-elastic’ strain.
Analytic solutions for particular geometries of non-elastic strain fields derived in the litera-
ture follow the general approach of a Green’s function method, analogous to the same method as
employed in studies of electrostatics [89]. Green’s functions have been obtained explicitly only
for isotropic and transversely isotropic solids. For general anisotropic solids under arbitrary non-
elastic strains, the best solution for finding elastic strains is the method of eigenstrains, developed
by Mura [90]. For an outline of the mathematics of this method, as well as a code snippet for
calculating strains from eigenstrains, see Appendix B.
If we break a large crystal down into sub-domains that have their own strain state, the smallest
meaningful distance to consider is the distance between nearest neighbors. Indeed, it is possible
to use the positions of neighbors around each particle in a simulation to define a set of vectors and
compute its state of linear transformation. For a more detailed discussion of how to compute the
strain state of a collection of neighbor reference points, see Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 3
Strain Fields in Repulsive Colloidal Crystals
This chapter and its figures are adapted from Ref [79], a publication in Physical Review Materials
authored in 2018 by Bryan VanSaders, Julia Dshemuchadse, and Sharon C. Glotzer.
3.1 Colloidal Crystals with Designed Material Properties
Our ability to synthesize nanoparticles with desired shape or surface functionalization continues to
improve [2, 91, 92], and research on colloidal crystals has largely focused on finding connections
between interaction potentials and assembled crystal structures [8, 22, 24, 93, 12, 94, 91, 95]. As
colloidal research continues to develop, it is expected that desired material properties beyond crys-
tal structure will become targets of investigation for colloidal engineering [96]. One such property
of interest is the mechanical response of colloidal materials. Metallurgists have accumulated a
wealth of knowledge and models to describe, predict, and explain the various ways in which bulk
properties and defects contribute to the mechanical behavior of a material. A central concept is
the linear elastic strain field, which has been used to understand dislocation interaction energies,
enabling the creation of high-strength metals.
The time is now ripe to investigate how such concepts can be applied in colloidal matter. There
are two compelling reasons to do so. The first is to inform the use of colloidal crystals as ana-
logues of atomic crystals. Given the large size and long time scales of colloidal particles, it is
possible to directly observe processes that range from challenging to impossible to observe with
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atoms. Therefore it is attractive to re-create the circumstances that surround a hidden atomic pro-
cess in a colloidal crystal and observe the system’s evolution. Some pioneering work has already
been done along this line. Schall et al. [69] devised an interferometry method for viewing disloca-
tions in hard-sphere colloidal crystals. Later, the same authors employed this technique to observe
the formation of dislocation loops in colloidal crystals following indentation by sewing needles
[70]. More recently, Lin et al. [71] reported a method for directly measuring local stress fields
around dislocations and other defects within colloidal crystals using confocal microscopy. Van der
Meer et al. [97] investigated the strain fields that surround point defects in simulated hard-sphere
crystals and used them to explain interstitial clustering behavior. While these works are foun-
dational for establishing the connection between colloidal and atomic material defect dynamics,
many unanswered questions remain. Importantly, it is not yet clear which atomic phenomena can
be meaningfully studied via colloidal analogues. By investigating the use of core metallurgical
concepts such as linear elastic strain fields in colloids, we aim to further inform the use of these
model systems.
The second motivation for our study is to explore what is possible beyond phenomena seen in
atomic materials. Colloidal crystals are famous for their exotic optical properties [98, 99, 100, 101].
The creation of metamaterials with exotic mechanical properties requires greater understanding of
the mechanical behavior of colloidal assemblies, which is currently lacking [102, 103, 104, 105].
Beyond the realization of unusual material properties, there is also compelling evidence that metal-
lurgical concepts are important throughout the assembly processes. For example, it has been shown
that local material strain plays an important role in the evolution of self-limiting assemblies [106].
A more complete understanding of the nature of strain fields in colloidal materials enables greater
sophistication both in the search for exotic material properties and the exploitation of geometric
constraints for assembly engineering [72, 107, 108, 109].
In this study we focus on a family of isotropic pair potentials (see Fig. 3.1) that smoothly range
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to a hard-sphere potential used to model excluded volume interactions in colloids. This is done
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= 0 r ≥ (rcut + ∆).
∆ is the average of particle diameters between which the potential is calculated. ε = 1 for all
potentials used in this study. The pair potential parameter h is used to indicate potential ‘hardness’.
The value of σ used in the SWCA potential is related to h as σ = 1 − h. The radial shifting of
the SWCA potential is then chosen so potentials of different hardness value are zero at the same
distance between particle centers (as shown in Fig. 3.1). As h → 1, σ → 0 and the potential
approaches a step function. By parameterizing our potential space in this way, we can interpolate
between a broad range of soft to hard repulsive interactions. The key difference is the length scale
over which the potential varies. In atomic systems, the sharpness of potentials is fundamentally
limited by natural constants and the behavior of electrons. In colloidal systems, the pair potential
values can change rapidly over distances much smaller than the particle separation distances (such
as in hard-sphere systems, for instance). We examine the extent to which these materials obey
the linear elastic approximation by computing the strain fields around edge dislocations and the
stress-strain relationships for homogeneous uniaxial strains.
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Figure 3.1: The isotropic pair potentials used in this study, shown in units of system thermal
energy. Darker blue curves are potentials with larger hardness values (labeled on curves). The
Lennard-Jones potential (shifted in energy by ε) is also shown for comparison.
3.2 Study Methods
3.2.1 Molecular Dynamics
All molecular dynamic (MD) simulations reported here are performed with HOOMD-blue [112,
113]. Particles are simulated in a periodic box with Cartesian directions x, y, z aligned to crystal
directions [11̄0], [112̄], [111] in the face-centered cubic (FCC) structure. Simulations are carried
out in the NPT ensemble via equations derived by Martyna et al. [84]. System thermal energy
is held at kT = 0.1 and particle mass is fixed at m = 10 (in simulation units). This thermal
energy is chosen so that the LJ system at zero pressure forms a solid. If simulation units are
chosen to correspond to a system of silica particles of diameter 1.12 µm and bulk silica density
(2650 kg/m3) evolving at room temperature (291.8 K), then the depth of the LJ attractive well
corresponds to a binding energy equal to three times that required to lift such a particle by its own
diameter while immersed in water (at sea level).
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3.2.2 Strain Fields of Dislocations in Continuum Materials
The analytical form of the strain distribution surrounding a periodic dislocation array can be most
easily found with the method of eigenstrains derived by Mura [90]. In that approach, the distortions
from the defect are introduced as singularities and regularized by the application of a function
constructed from the elastic modulus tensor of the material in the Fourier domain. The result is a
continuous periodic strain distribution.
Strain distributions for edge dislocations are calculated from the eigenstrain procedure by in-
troducing a region of ηxx strain bounded by a bi-variate Gaussian in the x and z directions and
constant in the y direction (along the dislocation line). The center of the eigenstrain region con-
tains a discontinuity, which defines the location of the dislocation core. This procedure is an
adaptation of methods used by Chiu [114] and Daw [115].
3.2.3 Elastic Moduli Sampling
The eigenstrain calculation has only a single material-dependent input, the elastic modulus tensor.
We sample the elastic modulus tensor from MD simulations following the method of Gusev et
al. [88]: moduli are calculated from the fluctuations of virial stress and box strain for an MD
simulation which permits the box geometry to change (NσT ensemble).
As shown by Tretiakov et al. [116], the calculated value of the elastic modulus of a LJ crystal
depends upon the value of the rcut, even when the rcut is large. A well-defined system is the
nearest-neighbor LJ (nnLJ) potential, in which the LJ interaction is calculated only for a particle’s
nearest neighbors. For homogeneous systems, this can be approximated with a fixed cutoff value
rcut between the radius of the first and second nearest neighbor shells. Discontinuities in the pair
potential are created, but never crossed by particles in a dense crystalline system. However, in
defective crystals (such as those involving dislocations), particles will cross these discontinuities.
To avoid such discontinuities, we do not use the nnLJ potential and instead employ a constant
rcut = 3σ · 21/6. At this range, the potential value is ≤ 0.3% of the attractive well depth. The
potential is shifted and a smoothing function applied so potential energy and force are zero at
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r = rcut.
A σ value of 1 is used for the LJ potential. SWCA shifting parameters (σ and ∆) are chosen so
that all potentials are zero at D = 2
1
6 .
3.2.4 Strain Field Sampling
The strain fields surrounding dislocations were sampled by histogramming per-particle strain ma-
trices. Per-particle strain was calculated using the analysis software OVITO [117]. To map the
per-particle data onto the output of the eigenstrain calculation, the individual strain tensors were
assigned to spatial bins and averaged over time. The number of bins was chosen to be similar to
the number of particles, as this yielded the highest-resolution voxelized strain field data. The mean
and standard deviation of the mean for per-particle strain fields were calculated with bootstrapping
[118].
3.3 Elastic Property Matching via Pressure
To compare repulsive and attractive potentials meaningfully, a pressure (or density) must be cho-
sen for the repulsive systems. Simply selecting identical densities for attractive and repulsive
interaction potentials is not sufficient to ensure similar mechanical properties. Instead, we outline
a deformation free energy matching procedure which results in material systems with similar elas-
tic properties. The Lennard-Jones (LJ) solid at zero pressure was chosen as the reference against
which to match the elastic properties of the repulsive systems. To agnostically compare materials
formed by different potentials the sum of homogeneous deformation strain free energy under a




























Here, Cijkl is the second-order elastic modulus tensor and ηmij is a homogeneous strain. Note that
the first term in Eq. 3.3 is the deformation free energy density of a material under no external
stresses (LJ crystal), while the second term is the deformation free energy density of a material
under the external hydrostatic pressure Pmatch (SWCA crystal). The ηmij (strain modes) over which
to sum deformation free energy differences could be chosen to emphasize a particular kind of
deformation. As an example, if the target of matching was to produce two materials with similar
behavior under uniaxial loading, then a single strain mode corresponding to that loading could be
used in Eq. 3.3. Since here we are concerned with a general measure of the mechanical similarity
of two materials, we use an even weighting of all non-zero strains. Using the six independent
components of the linear strain tensor ηij and combining them with equal weight, 64 permutations
are possible, with one permutation being the trivial zero strain case.
The result of this property-matching search is shown in Fig. 3.2. It is clear that the mechan-
ical properties of softer potentials can be better matched to the LJ solid by varying the pressure,
however it is possible to match with less than 10% deformation free energy variation for all pair
potential hardness values studied. We observed that the pressure window of optimal matching
shrinks as the pair potential hardness increases. All subsequent simulations of repulsive potentials,
unless otherwise stated, are conducted under the appropriate Pmatch shown in Fig. 3.2.
3.4 Deformation Entropy for Property-Matched Crystals
As the hardness of the SWCA potential is increased, the behavior of the system more closely ap-
proaches that of hard spheres. For a material of hard spheres, system configurations with particle
overlaps are impossible, as these have infinite internal energy. All other configurations have zero
internal energy. Therefore these materials are ‘entropic’ solids, with no enthalpy changes upon
crystallization. It follows that the mechanical properties of solids studied here must also become
increasingly dominated by entropy effects as h approaches 1. Fig. 3.3 demonstrates this point
explicitly: as pair potential hardness is increased, the internal energy of deformation decreases in
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Figure 3.2: Pressures at which the moduli of SWCA systems most closely approach those of an
LJ system at zero pressure. (a) Plots of the absolute value of the fractional difference in strain free
energy between the SWCA and LJ system. Here F refstrain is the strain free energy of the LJ system
against which the matching is being evaluated. Error bars are calculated via bootstrapping of mod-
uli measurements, and represent one standard deviation. (b) Absolute pressure versus hardness.
Tick marks indicate the uncertainty of Pmatch, one standard deviation of the minima from the fit in
(a), and the color map is the fit value from (a), truncated at 10% maximum difference.
magnitude, indicating that entropic changes contribute more to the free energy of deformation (and
the elastic modulus) than energetic interactions between particles. As hardness is increased, the
contribution of potential energy to the free energy of deformation becomes negligible. This demon-
strates that the h parameterization is useful for studying the transition from energetic deformation
to entropic deformation.
3.5 Statistics of Strain Fields in Entropic Solids
Working with entropic materials presents a complication for analyzing strain fields: fluctuations in
particle position are so large that accurate strain fields cannot be calculated from a single snapshot
of a particle’s local neighborhood. In materials with energetically dominated free energies of
deformation, temperature can be lowered to improve the accuracy of strain fields sampled from a
single snapshot. This is not possible for materials with significant deformation entropy. Therefore
the strain fields must be calculated from averages of particle positions.
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Figure 3.3: Energy and entropy of deformation. (a) Internal (potential and kinetic) energy of
deformation of potentials in this hardness family. Solid lines are linear fits to data collected from
systems homogeneously deformed along the [11̄0] direction. (b) Ratio of internal energy change
to free energy change (evaluated at 1% strain). Free energy is calculated from the sampled elastic
moduli and the applied homogeneous strain. Error bars of one standard deviation are much smaller
than shown data points.
To understand how the accuracy of strain field sampling changes as snapshots are collected, the
per-particle strain of defect-free simulation domains were calculated with methods implemented in
the visualization and analysis tool OVITO [117, 119]. Samples were collected with adequate time
lag to assure decorrelation. The behavior of the standard deviation of averaged measurements with
the number of samples is shown in Fig. 3.4. Harder potentials converge with fewer decorrelated
samples. This is a consequence of collision behavior for different hardness potentials. For soft
potentials, velocities slow gradually as particles overlap and are eventually accelerated apart. A
hard particle (h = 1) has instantaneous collisions. Since collisions occur far from the average
position of a particle at its lattice site, slow collisions spread the particle’s probability distribution
function farther from the average, i.e. increasing positional variance. Hard particles with fast
collisions spend less time far from their lattice sites. Consequently, variables that are functions of
particle position (such as strain) converge faster for harder particles.
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Figure 3.4: The standard deviation of per-particle strain energy values (normalized to a reference
strain) as a function of the number of decorrelated samples considered. For each sample number,
bootstrapping is used to obtain the standard deviation. The normalization strain is chosen to be the
per-particle strain energy of a 1% volumetric expansion in LJ, which estimates the strain energy of
a dilatory point defect such as a vacancy. With increasing h, fewer samples are required to obtain
the same standard deviation values.
3.6 Strain Fields Around Edge Dislocations
The strain fields around dislocations arrays were collected for different hardness potentials simu-
lated under the Pmatch pressures shown in Fig. 3.2. Dislocations arrays were created by subtraction
of a half plane of particles in a simulation box spanning 60 unit cell lengths in the x direction
(aligned with crystal direction [11̄0]), 24 unit cell lengths in the y direction (aligned with crystal
direction [112̄]), and 20 unit cell lengths in the z direction (aligned with crystal direction [111]).
Box boundary conditions are all periodic, and the final particle count was 346,992 for all cases.
All systems studied here readily dissociate into partial dislocations. The per-particle strain fields,
produced from 100 decorrelated samples, are shown in Fig. 3.5 (ηxx, ηzz and ηxz, the largest magni-
tude strain components) and Fig. 3.6 (the remaining, small magnitude components). In the analytic
solution for the strain field of a straight dislocation the strain components which include the dislo-
cation line direction (y) have very small values because of the symmetry along the dislocation line
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direction. In the sampled distributions there are additional contributions from the bends and kinks,
which occur in a thermalized dislocation. As these are averaged strain field values, a distribution
of dislocation line conformations contribute to these fields.
Only one pair of partials is shown, the full simulation domain contains four partial dislocations.
For comparison, analytic strain distributions calculated with the method of eigenstrains [90] are
shown for the LJ solid and the hardest potential, h = 0.95. Sampled dislocation strain fields
closely follow those predicted by linear elasticity for LJ and h = 0 systems. As h approaches 1,
greater asymmetry appears in the sampled distributions (Fig. 3.9).
The geometry of the dislocation array changes as potential hardness is increased, with the sep-
aration between partials shrinking. This separation is typically a function of elastic interaction free
energies between partial dislocations (favoring repulsion) and a free-energy penalty for stacking
fault creation (favoring closely bound dislocations). Pronk et al. calculated the stacking fault free
energy for hard spheres, and found it to be very small [120]. This logically follows from analytic
calculations of stacking fault energy [67], in which only second-nearest neighbor interactions and
farther contribute. For short-range potentials, second and farther neighbor interactions are very
weak, and should reduce further as the hard sphere limit is approached. This means that the trend
in partial separation distance shown here is opposite of what would be expected if stacking fault
free energies were the primary driving force.
Instead of stacking fault creation energy, the driving force for dislocation array geometry
change is the way in which different components of the elastic modulus tensor change with poten-
tial hardness. Fig. 3.7 shows the cubic symmetry elastic modulus constants for SWCA potentials
of different hardness (under appropriate Pmatch), normalized by the zero-pressure LJ solid. The
deformation free energy matching minimization used to find Pmatch does not enforce a relation-
ship between individual components of elastic constants, but rather the sum of all deformation free
energies. As the potentials become harder, the relative strength of uniaxial terms (Cii,i<4) remains
constant, while shear (Cii,i>3) and uniaxial coupling (Cij,i6=j) change in a complimentary way. Be-
cause uniaxial and shear lobes have different geometries, changing the relative strengths of these
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Figure 3.5: Strain fields around partial dislocation pairs. This view is along the length of the
dislocation line, with the Burgers vector pointing from left to right in the plane of the image. The
three strain components with the largest magnitudes are shown. At low hardness, and in particular
for LJ, we find a close match between the analytically generated strain distribution and the sampled
one. As the hardness of the potential is increased, an asymmetry develops between the compressive
and tensile regions of ηxx and ηzz.
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Figure 3.6: Strain field components which involve the y direction. Simulated dislocations contain
kinks and bends, which produce average values of ηyy, ηxy, and ηyz that are larger and differently
distributed than the perfectly straight calculated dislocations.
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interactions causes a change in the dislocation array geometry.
Figure 3.7: Cubic symmetry elastic modulus constants, relative to the zero-pressure LJ solid, for
SWCA potentials at different hardness values (sampled under appropriate Pmatch). Uniaxial terms
(C11) are relatively stable as hardness is increased, while shear terms (C44) and uniaxial coupling
terms (C12) change in a complimentary way. Error estimates were generated with a bootstrapping
procedure.
To explore the origins of strain asymmetry in the dislocation cores, we simulated defect-free
systems and imposed a homogeneous uniaxial strain in the x direction. Fig. 3.8 shows the dif-
ference in stress-strain relation for the application of a compressive or tensile strain. This result
explains the asymmetry in the strain field surrounding dislocation cores. The system can be said to
be elastically linear when the stress depends linearly on strain and strain energy is symmetric for
positive and negative strains. From this plot, we can see that systems with higher h have a more
limited range of strains where these two conditions are true. The LJ solid is the most symmetric,
however the inherent asymmetry of the bonding well for this potential produces a difference for
tension and compression at large strains (compression into the repulsive particle core increases
system energy more than tension). The pure repulsive solids all display greater stress-strain asym-
metry than the LJ solid. Furthermore, as h approaches 1, the linear strain region shrinks.
These factors together explain the strain field asymmetry of dislocations in hard-potential col-
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Figure 3.8: Stress-strain relationship for different values of h under a strain ramp. The region
of linear behavior shrinks and the asymmetry of the stress curve increases as the pair potential
hardness is increased. All potentials are first equilibrated under appropriate Pmatch and then a
uniaxial strain is applied.
loidal crystals. The number density of dislocation lines remains the same for all systems studied
here. As the linear strain limit reduces with increasing h, the field close to the dislocation core
begins to exceed these limits; at this point it is energetically much less costly to increase the tensile
strain than the compressive strain. As h approaches 1, the size of the region near the core that ex-
periences nonlinear strain increases. Fig. 3.9 shows the strain asymmetry of sampled strain fields
near dislocation cores. To better highlight asymmetry, value of the ηxx component is shown, mir-
rored across the glide plane, differenced, and the absolute value taken. As hardness is increased,
the region of significant strain asymmetry around the dislocation core grows. The onset of this
asymmetry marks locations where the second order linear elastic approximation is no longer ap-
plicable, and so is a potential definition of core radius. This core region increases in size as the
hardness of the potential is increased.
Interestingly, conventional definitions of core size, such as the distance from the core at which
the shear stress is equal to the theoretical shear stress of the material [121], show the opposite trend
when applied to these systems (i.e. decreasing core size with increasing pair potential hardness,
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Figure 3.9: ηxx strain distributions mirrored across the glide plane (111), differenced, and the
absolute value taken. As the hardness of the potential is increased, the symmetry of the distribution
across the glide plane decreases.
Fig. 3.10). The radii of the core region for materials simulated in this study are estimated via the
method used by Chrzan et al. [121], in which the edge of the core region is defined to be where the







where K is the elastic constant for the dislocation, G{111}γ is the ideal shear modulus, b is
the Burgers vector, and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. Expressions for K used in this study were those
derived by Chou et al. [122] (not shown here due to length). The ideal shear strength was found
using expressions derived by Roundy et al. [123]:
G{111} =
3C44(C11 − C12)
4C44 + C11 + C12
(3.5)
At pressures lower than the property matching pressure (Pmatch) found in Fig. 3.2, strain asym-
metry is reduced. Fig. 3.11 shows the results of the same measurement as Fig. 3.8 for particles with
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Figure 3.10: The radius of the dislocation core estimated from the colloidal crystal modulus.
Error bars of one standard deviation are much smaller than data points. As potential hardness is
increased, the core radius calculated by this measure decreases. This behavior is due to changes in
the value of C11 − C12 as potential hardness increases.
h = 0.95 at a range of pressures lower than Pmatch. As the pressure is lowered, the range of lin-
ear strain increases. Fig. 3.11b shows that nonlinear strain behavior begins to occur at values that
correspond to a fraction of the inter-particle spacing. Entropic solids have inter-particle spacings
significantly larger than the diameter of the particles. Hard particles explore a volume of crystal
and interact with neighbors via collisions. When such ballistic motion is averaged over sufficiently
long time scales, the effect is for a repulsive colloidal particle to behave as though bound to its
lattice site through a harmonic potential (for small strains). Hence, linear elastic behavior is recov-
ered from hard particle solids without any explicitly defined (energetic) binding wells. As pressure
is reduced, the rattle volume of a hard particle at its lattice site increases. Local stress results in
changes to the particle rattle volume, and Fig. 3.11 demonstrates that large rattle volumes tend to
change more linearly with local stress changes.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Stress-strain curves for a system with h = 0.95, found by equilibrating the system
under a hydrostatic pressure and then applying a uniaxial strain. As the pressure is reduced, the
linearity of the stress-strain relationship improves. However, at pressures other than Pmatch, the
solids cannot be said to have similar mechanical properties to the other systems shown in this study.
(b) Strain to contact for systems in (a). Strain to contact is the strain needed geometrically to make
particle centers sit a distance of rcut from each other. Error bars represent one standard deviation
(due to uncertainty in measurement of the lattice parameter). The region of linear behavior for
a hard repulsive material must be a fraction of the strain-to-particle contact. Together this data
shows that hard potentials behave most elastically linear when the rattle volume of a particle at its
lattice site is large. The time averaged effect of many hard-particle collisions produces an effective
harmonic potential.
3.7 Conclusions
We explored the linear elastic properties of a family of isotropic pair potentials. The parameteriza-
tion variable for the hardness of the potential, h, was shown to correspond to an increasing impor-
tance of entropy in the deformation free energy of colloidal crystals. We demonstrated a method
to define and search for state point conditions of maximum mechanical similarity between systems
with different pair potentials. We showed that for this family of potentials the increased importance
of entropy in deformation has several consequences for strain fields: 1) faster convergence (smaller
variance) of strain field fluctuations, 2) higher stress-strain asymmetry, and consequently 3) larger
nonlinear strain regions around dislocation cores. We also showed that the linear regime for these
materials could be increased by lowering the pressure and thereby increasing the per-particle rattle
volume. However, this changes the mechanical properties of the solid and so precludes matching
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to a reference material.
Overall, the linear elastic approximation can be usefully employed in colloidal crystals, as long
as care is taken to operate within the linearity limits for the state point in question. Applying linear
elastic concepts to hard spheres at pressures significantly above the crystallization pressure will
not yield good results, however at pressures near the melting point the mechanical behavior of
hard spheres can be well approximated. The LJ solid at low temperatures and zero pressure is a
well-behaved harmonic solid, and the method of eigenstrains can be used to accurately predict the
form of strain fields surrounding complex defects such as dislocations. The WCA potential can be
matched very closely in mechanical properties to the LJ solid by the application of pressure, and
the so-obtained solid is likewise well approximated by linear elastic methods.
The equivalence of complex strain fields calculated with the method of eigenstrains and the
sampled strain configurations inside simulated colloidal materials opens the door to using linear
elastic methods to predict and design complex strain states within colloidal materials. Unlike in
atomic materials, inclusions with designed shape can be easily introduced to colloidal crystals.
Results shown here indicate that linear elastic strain methods can be used to understand emergent
interaction between defects in colloidal crystals. So long the effects of pressure on the limits of
the linear approximation is considered, the method of eigenstrains and other linear elastic methods
can be powerful additions to the colloidal community’s toolkit.
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CHAPTER 4
Designing Active Particles for Colloidal
Microstructure Manipulation via Strain Field
Alchemy
This chapter and its figures are adapted from Ref [80], a publication in Soft Matter authored in
2019 by Bryan VanSaders and Sharon C. Glotzer.
4.1 Controlling Colloidal Crystal Microstructure
Rational design of colloidal crystals has focused primarily on crystal structure, with many ex-
cellent examples in the literature exploring the connection between particle interaction poten-
tials (isotropic, anisotropic, DNA-based, hard shape, etc.) and equilibrium crystal structures
[124, 125, 2, 91, 8, 93, 126, 12, 94, 127, 22, 95, 24, 23]. Far sparser are studies exploring the
connection between these design parameters and material properties. The optical response of col-
loidal crystals [98, 99, 100, 101] has received the most attention, but mechanical and acoustical
properties are also of interest [102, 103, 104, 105]. Rarer still are studies concerning the design
of kinetically trapped defect states in colloidal materials. Such states are generally known as de-
fect ‘microstructure’ in the metallurgical research community, and include phenomena such as
dislocation networks and grain boundary interfaces. In metals, defect microstructure plays a crit-
ically important role in determining mechanical properties such as ultimate tensile strength and
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creep [52]. Defect microstructure can also strongly influence other materials properties—such as
conductivity—across orders of magnitude [128].
In photonic colloidal crystals, defects can create transmissive breaks in a photonic band-gap.
These localized non-evanescent modes can be exploited to create device components such as wave
guides and resonator cavities [55, 129, 130]. Connected regions of defects, such as those used in
wave guides, can be thought of as a type of defect microstructure, with profound consequences
for the optical band properties of the metamaterial. If the defects responsible for such properties
could be reconfigured, then colloidal materials with tunable or dynamic properties are in principle
possible.
Methods of microstructure control can be broadly grouped into two categories: microstructure
formation during a phase transition, and microstructure formation without a phase transition. The
first group encompasses many methods of control including Ostwald ripening [131], precipitation
from solid solution [132], spinodal decomposition [133], and epitaxial growth [134]. Generally
these methods employ a competition of mechanisms with different kinetics or enforced boundary
conditions that modify the free-energy of a system to achieve the desired microstructure as the final
solid phase is forming from the precursor phase (either fluid or a different solid). The second group
of methods relies upon the application of non-thermal forces to drive microstructure evolution.
Strain hardening in metals is a prototypical example of such a process [52], where forces are
applied that drive microstructure evolution while the material is held at temperatures too low to
permit escape from the metastable states formed. The use of high shear rates or high-energy
bombardment with radiation has been explored to control microstructure in what are termed ‘driven
alloys’ [135, 136, 137].
Despite the enormous wealth of materials science knowledge available (and numerous reports
on colloidal defect behavior [138, 139, 140, 97, 69, 70, 141]), microstructure engineering in col-
loidal systems is only lightly explored. Van Blaaderen et al. [142] and more recently Dasgupta et
al. [143] have explored the effect of surface templating on colloidal growth by sedimentation. By
templating a surface with the periodicity of non-close-packed planes stacking faults can be sup-
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pressed as the crystal grows. The impact of large impurities on 2D colloidal crystal growth has
also been explored [140, 144]. Large impurity particles locally stabilize fluid-like configurations,
and as a result are often incorporated into (and pin the motion of) grain boundaries during crystal-
lization. These methods, where a defect microstructure is assembled from a fluid state, would fall
under the first category of microstructure control.
Other work has exploited the large length scales of colloidal crystals to exert control over de-
fects at the single particle level, falling within the second category of methods of microstructure
control. The application of local forces on 2D crystals with optical traps has yielded demonstra-
tions of direct control over individual dislocations and their reactions [73], the topology of grain
boundaries [145], and the misorientation angle of a grain boundary loop [74]. Notable limitations
of the optical force technique are the difficulty of applying it to 3D systems and the need to locate
and image each defect to be manipulated. Besides optical forces, it has also been shown that local
forces exerted by active particles can drive microstructure changes. Van der Meer et al. have shown
for hard-sphere systems in two [75] and three dimensions [76] that the addition of active particles
to systems with grain boundaries can result in accelerated kinetics of polycrystalline annealing,
resulting in single crystals on short timescales.
Such active particles are but one example of a microscopic ‘tool’ – a specialized applicator
of force designed to achieve target microstructures. In general, tools are specifically designed
to enact certain transformations on their working material. Figure 4.1 schematically illustrates
how control of dislocations permits control over the internal structure of a crystal through directed
local plastic deformations. We explore how a ‘tool-particle’ can be designed for manipulation
of defects (in this case dislocations) by changing its shape. Given that modern particle synthesis
techniques are capable of producing a wide variety of shapes [146, 147, 148], we seek a general
method of designing the shape of the particle-as-tool for maximum interaction with specific types
of dislocations.
Our study uses the linear elastic formalism to understand the interaction between a self-propelled
interstitial colloidal particle and dislocation microstructures in a crystal where spherical particles
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Figure 4.1: Examples of how direct control over dislocations can reconfigure crystalline materials.
ai-ii Bending localization (or grain boundary formation) ai dislocations (⊥) are initially distributed
randomly, resulting in low, evenly distributed curvature. Forces are applied to dislocations (red ar-
rows). aii Dislocations are concentrated, resulting in high local curvature. bi-ii Coherent boundary
roughening by passage of dislocation dipoles. bi Force (red arrow) is applied to a dislocation
dipole to drive it towards a coherent grain (green). bii After passage through the coherent grain,
the dipole has roughened the boundaries with a local shift of one Burgers vector.
interact via steeply repulsive isotropic potentials (i.e. nearly hard spheres). The interaction between
interstitial and dislocation is estimated and designed by sampling the linear elastic strain fields of
both objects. Our work seeks to provide a means to re-configure microstructure after crystallization
has already occurred, which allows for the possibility of reconfigurable and responsive colloidal
materials with functional defects.
In section 5.2 we describe the model system and methods employed in this study which are
standard or introduced elsewhere. In later sections we apply these methods and introduce new
methods created for this study to design interstitial tool particles capable of internally restructuring
a colloidal crystal. This study utilizes several forms of simulation and characterization which feed
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into the final result. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic view of the flow of information and use of
different simulation methods.
Figure 4.2: Schematic flow of information in this study. Green boxes indicate that molecular
dynamics methods are used in that step. The red box indicates our newly developed strain alchemy
algorithm. Boxes are labeled with matching sections when appropriate.
4.2 Model and Methods
To optimize the interaction between an interstitial and a dislocation as a function of interstitial
geometry, the strength of the interaction must be measured for each trial geometry. This presents
a difficult sampling problem, as thermalized strain fields must be sampled over long time scales
and dislocations require large simulation sizes due to their long-range interactions. To address this
difficulty, we propose a technique we term ‘strain alchemy’. In a typical alchemical simulation
[95], the free energy of a system is minimized by allowing some design parameter of the parti-
cle interaction to fluctuate as a thermodynamic quantity over the course of the simulation. This
procedure results in near-optimal interaction parameters for the target state. Such a tactic involves
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making trial changes to an interaction potential, and then sampling system configurations with a
molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation [95].
Instead of directly proposing new interstitial shapes, we develop a method in which the strain
field produced by the interstitial is allowed to fluctuate. Provided the magnitude of this strain field
remains low enough, then linear elastic methods can be used to calculate the free energy of in-
teraction of this field with another – such as that produced by a dislocation. The optimal strain
field is then translated into an optimal particle shape. By approximating the objects of interest as
strain fields we avoid extensive MD or MC sampling for each trial move. In this study, we de-
velop this strain alchemy algorithm and apply it to the optimization of interstitial-edge dislocation
and interstitial-loop dislocation interactions. In the the remainder of this section, we outline the
model system and standard simulation techniques employed. Application of these techniques and
development of new methods is covered in subsequent sections.
4.2.1 Interstitial Sites
A face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal of hard spheres at contact contains obstruction-free channels
that lie in the {111} family of planes along the 〈11̄0〉 family of directions. These are advantageous
sites for interacting with gliding dislocations, as these planes and directions comprise the low-
energy slip system for this crystal structure. Fig. 4.3a-b shows a rendering of the interstitial space
present in the cubic close-packed crystal.
At finite pressures and temperatures, these channels locally fluctuate in width as particles un-
dergo thermal motion. Lower pressures also lead to an expansion of the structure, increasing the
available free space. If a rod of radius equal to the channel radius for hard spheres at contact is
inserted into a nearly-hard-sphere crystal at finite pressure and temperature, local strain fields pro-
duced around it are negligible in magnitude. Small increases of rod diameter above this minimum
will lead to small local strain values. This perturbative relationship between geometry and local
strain field magnitude is advantageous for particle design, as it permits the use of linear elastic
approximations. Furthermore, the channel geometry limits the height of hopping barriers during
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Figure 4.3: a A close-packed hard-sphere crystal showing obstruction-free channels aligned with
the 〈11̄0〉 family of directions. The triangle highlights the columns of nearest-neighbor particles for
the indicated channel. b In the here-depicted (111) plane of densely packed spheres, these channels
correspond to troughs with triangular cross section, indicated by the shaded rectangle. c The probe
particle model. Rigid-body segments (yellow) with repulsive interactions are rendered at the zero-
energy isosurface. The center particle of the rigid body (red) coincides with the particle’s center
of mass. The mass, center of mass, and moment of inertia of the probe are calculated as though
it is comprised of overlapping spheres of the same density as the lattice particles. A force (red
arrow) is applied along the probe axis. The probe shown is one example of a sequence of segment
diameters.
interstitial motion. For a spherical interstitial sitting in tetrahedral or octahedral sites in FCC, mo-
tion between sites must be accompanied by local lattice strains that (temporarily) far exceed the
linear elastic regime. By working within the channels, the maximum strain induced during parti-
cle motion can be limited to the maximum strain produced by the particle at rest, and so particle
mobility is treatable within the linear elastic framework.
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4.2.2 The Interstitial Particle
In this study our interstitial probe particle of interest is a segmented rod. We wish to impart to
this probe enough degrees of freedom to optimize its interaction with a dislocation’s strain field.
Therefore, the probe is split into segments, each a/
√
2 long (where a is the lattice constant of the
host crystal). This is the smallest meaningful distance at which the local strain of the host lattice can
be measured, and yields ‘internal’ degrees of freedom for the probe equal to one value (the strain
magnitude η∗) for each segment. These segments are allowed to change independently during
optimization. Beyond internal degrees of freedom, the probe’s position relative to the dislocation
core can also be changed: it can be placed in any of the channels present in the {111} family plane
parallel to the 〈11̄0〉 family of directions (indicated in Fig. 4.3b). Fig. 4.3c shows a schematic of
the rod geometry used in MD simulations (See section 4.2.4 for MD methods).
4.2.3 The Method of Eigenstrains
To predict the strain field surrounding an interstitial we employ the method of eigenstrains [90].
Each segment of the interstitial probe will be represented by a single strain value. These strains
can be called ‘non-elastic’ because they arise from displacements of particles by the interstitial,
not by a stress field. Adopting Mura’s terminology, we refer to these strains as ‘eigenstrains’. The
total strain (εij) in the system is taken to be the sum of the non-elastic eigenstrain (η∗ij) and the









~u is the displacement vector and ~x is the position vector). This relationship between strains and
displacements is known as ‘compatibility’. Such a relationship allows the elastic deformation ηij
to be found for arbitrary eigenstrains. In this work we employ an implementation of the Fourier
transform method of computing total strain distributions from eigenstrains based on the equations
presented by Mura [90] and validated against analytic solutions for inclusions derived by Chiu
[114]. The elastic strain field found in this way can be directly connected to the deformation free
energy of the material in the small strain limit [85].
When considering a rod-like interstitial at rest in the 〈11̄0〉 aligned channels of the FCC struc-
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ture (section 4.2.1), an increase in interstitial diameter does not produce a purely dilatory displace-
ment of nearest neighbors. This is because (unlike for tetrahedral or octahedral interstitial sites)
all neighbors of the 〈11̄0〉 channels are not equidistant from the channel center. The correct re-
lation between probe diameter and channel neighbor displacements (i.e. eigenstrain) was found
semi-analytically. An eigenstrain matrix was found (algebraically) which displaced the nearest
neighbors of the close-packed channel sufficient to clear enough space to fit a probe of given diam-
eter. A corrective scaling factor was required to match the eigenstrain sampled from simulations
of uniform diameter probes to this derived eigenstrain matrix. The scaling factor is needed be-
cause the derived eigenstrains where found from the close-packed FCC crystal geometry, and the
simulations are conducted at finite pressures and temperatures.
4.2.4 Molecular Dynamics Methods
All MD simulations reported here are performed with HOOMD-blue [112, 113]. In simulations of
dislocations, all lattice particles interact via the shifted-Weeks-Chandler-Andersen potential[111]
(SWCA), whereby the origin is shifted to the surface of the particle. The value of σ used in this
potential was set to 0.07, and the potential was shifted in radius so that the minimum (located at
σ21/6 in the unshifted case) is at a distance of 21/6. In this work we will refer to the diameter of the
host particles as D, which is equal to 21/6. Simulations were carried out in the NPT ensemble via
equations derived by Martyna et al. [84]. System thermal energy was held at kT = 0.1, pressure
at P = 2, and particle mass was fixed at m = 10 (in simulation units). This choice of parameters
yields a crystal with an acceptably large range of linear elastic behavior [79]. The elastic modulus
tensor was sampled via fluctuations of the system box parameters and stress tensor [88].
Stain-field representations of line and loop dislocations were sampled from MD simulations.
Dislocation line arrays were created by subtraction of a half plane of particles in a simulation box
spanning 60 unit cell lengths in the x direction (aligned with crystal direction [11̄0]), 24 unit cell
lengths in the y direction (aligned with crystal direction [112̄]), and 20 unit cell lengths in the z
direction (aligned with crystal direction [111]). Particles within a rectangle spanning one Burgers
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vector in the x direction, the full box width in the y direction, and half the box height in the z
direction were deleted from an initially perfect crystalline domain. The crystal in between the
top and bottom of the deleted rectangle was then stretched in the x direction, so that the gap was
closed. Fig. 4.4ai-ci shows this process for the preparation of arrays of line dislocations.
Upon MD simulation, this initial configuration rapidly equilibrated into two partial dislocation
pairs, with glide planes separated by one half of the height of the simulation domain. Box boundary
conditions are all periodic, and the final particle count was 346,992. Per-particle strain fields were
collected from 100 decorrelated samples, and a voxelized representation was created by binning.
Bins form an isotropic grid with orthogonal distance a/
√
2 between bin centers. The final line-
dislocation strain tensor has size 139× 32× 56× 3× 3.
Figure 4.4: Schematic of how line dislocation arrays (column i) and dislocation loops (column ii)
are prepared for MD simulation. ai An initially perfect crystal domain (green), has a rectangular
section deleted from it (dashed box). The deleted volume is as wide as the box, half as tall as
the box, and one Burgers vector in thickness. bi Regions of the crystal within the central half of
the simulation box are stretched (linearly) so as to fill in the deleted section (indicated here by a
color gradient). ci Once MD simulation has begun, the distorted crystal rapidly relaxes into a pair
of partial dislocations (indicated by ⊥), connected by stacking faults (red lines). aii An initially
perfect crystal domain (green). bii Regions of the crystal bounded by the loop glide cylinder are
compressed (linearly) so as to open up a space (dashed box) into which an additional plane of
particles is added. cii Once MD simulation has begun, the distorted crystal rapidly relaxes into
a dislocation loop (indicated by ⊥), connected by Shockley partials (green), Hirth (purple), and
stair-rod dislocations (purple).
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Due to the compact size of the dislocation loop, we used a smaller simulated domain without
strong loop-loop interactions across the periodic boundary conditions. The simulation contained a
crystal domain of the same orientation as used for line dislocations but containing 30×20×16 unit
cell lengths in the x, y, and z box directions (corresponding to [11̄0], [112̄], [111]] crystal directions,
respectively). The extrinsic loop was created by the addition of a parallelogram of particles 1 plane
thick in the x direction and 3 particles wide and tall. To make room for the extra particles, a section
of the initially perfect crystalline domain bounded by the glide tube of the dislocation loop was
compressed along the x direction, which opened up a gap in the center of the simulation domain.
The extra half plane of particles was then inserted into this gap. Fig. 4.4aii-cii shows this process
for the preparation of dislocation loops.
Upon MD simulation, this initial configuration rapidly equilibrated into a dislocation loop. The
total lattice particle number after loop formation was 115,209. The strain field surrounding a loop
was sampled in the same manner as the line dislocation, yielding a loop dislocation strain tensor
of size 69× 40× 45× 3× 3.
In all cases the segmented probe is simulated as a collection of isotropic repulsive potentials
(interacting via the same SWCA potential as the lattice particles). To produce variations in segment
diameter, the radial shifting of the SWCA potential is varied accordingly. Relative positions are
maintained and torques handled during MD integration by rigid-body simulation [149].
4.3 Interstitial Particle Strain Field Mapping
Since we use the strain field produced by the interstitial to estimate interaction energies and probe
mobilities, it is important that the analytically predicted field is sufficiently accurate. Fig. 4.5
shows a slice through the center of the strain field surrounding a probe of constant radius. The MD
sampled field (4.5a) and analytically predicted field (4.5b) show good agreement in distribution
and magnitude for regions not in direct contact with the interstitial. In these plots, one pixel




Figure 4.5: Comparison of sampled a and predicted b strain fields for a segmented rod interstitial.
A single slice of the strain field is shown through the midpoint of the probe, with the long axis
normal to the image plane. The sampled and predicted field show good agreement overall with
only minor differences for regions in closest contact with the interstitial.
As segment radius is increased, eventually significant differences in strain magnitude arise
between the predicted and sampled fields. This is because the methods employed here are only
applicable in the small-strain (linear elastic) limit. When the radii of probe segments are permitted
to fluctuate, an upper limit is used to restrict the search to the linear regime. Fig. 4.6 shows the
strain free energy density of the sampled and calculated strain fields (E/V ) vs. segment diameter
(Dseg) for the complete particle geometry to strain field mapping.
The analytically calculated eigenstrain solution free energy remains quadratic for all starting
vales ofDseg. The sampled strain free energy curve diverges from the quadratic prediction for large
segment diameters. The strains produced by large diameter segments are too large to be treated
accurately by the linear elastic approximations central to the methods used here. For this reason
we restrict ourselves to exploring segmented rod particles with diameters less than 0.20D. This
caps the maximum relative prediction error (show in Fig. 4.6 inset) at 50% (in practice, high-fitness
geometries we found to have lower diameters).
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Figure 4.6: The strain free-energy density of a region around the probe interstitial versus segment
diameter. The sampled values (in blue), diverge from the value predicted by the method of eigen-
strains (in orange color) for segment diameters above ∼ 0.15D. The inset shows relative error of
the prediction, with a guide line at 50%. All curves have error bars (found via bootstrapping) that
are smaller than the data markers.
4.4 Interaction Estimation via Interstitial Mobility Estimation
With the ability to map the strain field of a segmented probe particle to its geometry, the path
is clear to use a Monte-Carlo (MC) style optimization scheme to maximize the interaction free-
energy between the rod and another strain-field-producing object (such as a dislocation). Within
the linear elastic approximation, linear superpositions of fields are also valid fields. Therefore, the
strain field of the rod under design can be superimposed with the strain field of a dislocation and









where η(~r) is the strain tensor describing a volume V centered at position ~r. Here the tensor field
η is the sum of two tensor fields, one representing the probe and one the dislocation. Cijkl is the
elastic modulus tensor. By comparison to the strain-field energy of both fields widely separated,
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interaction energies as a function of relative position can be determined.
Before optimization, a likely guess as to what kind of strain field maximizes the interaction
between a segmented probe and a dislocation is straightforward: larger probe strains will always
increase repulsive interaction strength, while fields that result in total cancellation of the disloca-
tion’s field will likely maximize attractive interactions. However, we are not concerned here only
with the interaction strength, but also the mobility of the probe. In order for an active interstitial to
interact with a dislocation, it must have sufficient mobility to move through the defect-free crystal.
Upon encountering a dislocation, the desired behavior is to then become bound, unable to escape
from the vicinity of the defect. If we assume that particle migration through the crystal is achieved
by hopping through a periodic free-energy surface (with the periodicity defined by the geometry
of the crystal in the direction of travel), then we seek an interstitial with location-dependent barrier
height (d). Far from the dislocation, the barrier (dfar) should be as low as possible, while the barrier
in the vicinity of the defect (dnear) should be as large as possible. Consequently, we seek a particle
geometry optimization which takes into account the free-energy barrier that limits probe mobility.
We expect both dfar and dnear to increase with an increase in probe strain, which means that high
mobility and strong defect interaction are competing design goals.
It is possible to estimate this barrier height from the strain field that surrounds a segmented
probe interstitial (which can be rapidly predicted using the method of eigenstrains). This method
of approximation relies on the special geometry of the segmented probe particle: because each
segment imposes local strains that are within the linear regime, there will be no high-strain in-
termediate states as the probe hops from one site to the next. The barrier to probe movement
then arises due to the strain free-energy that is dissipated in each hop. As the probe approaches
new volumes of the pristine crystal, it imposes strain, which increases the local free energy. Si-
multaneously, regions from which the rod leaves relax their local strain free energy. This relaxed
free-energy is not recaptured by the rod, but instead escapes as heat. Therefore the hopping of an
interstitial rod requires that new strain energy be stored in volumes ahead of the particle motion,
while previously stored strain free energy is not recovered. This is the source of resistance to mo-
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ηD(~r) + ηI(~r + d~r)
]
kl
with Cijkl being the crystal’s elastic modulus, V is the volume of an element centered at ~r, ηD the
strain field of the dislocation, and ηR the strain field of the segmented probe interstitial.
4.5 Strain Field Monte-Carlo Algorithm
The optimization of probe-dislocation strain-field-mediated interaction is carried out through a
Monte-Carlo style algorithm we developed for this work. The domain of optimization is a vox-
elized grid, represented by an n ×m × o × 3 × 3 tensor, where each point of an n ×m × o grid
(representing the physical dimensions of the optimization area) has a 3× 3 local strain tensor. The
optimization requires two such tensors: a background tensor, encoding the local strain surrounding
a dislocation or other object of interest, and the design tensor, which encodes the values of local
strain produced by the probe interstitial. The background tensor’s values and size are set by a
voxelization procedure used to measure time-averaged local strain in an MD simulation, described
elsewhere [79]. The design tensor is used in two forms: the eigenstrain and strain representations.
These forms are related through the method of eigenstrains [90]. Changes to the segmented probe
interstitial’s geometry are represented through changes to the eigenstrain design tensor, which is
then converted into the strain representation before evaluation is carried out. Since the conver-
sion from eigenstrain representation to strain representation is the limiting step, and the extent of
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the strain field of the segmented rod interstitial is much smaller than the sampling of the dislo-
cation’s strain field, the design tensor can have fewer elements (cover a smaller volume) than the
background tensor. The steps in choosing a strain configuration and evaluating its fitness are as
follows:
Figure 4.7: Schematic of the strain alchemy MC loop with multiple move types, each having asso-
ciated parameters from which to select. For positional moves, the Cartesian direction of movement
(x||y||z) is chosen. For strain moves a single-segment eigenstrain (ei) is chosen.
1. Select a segment of the probe and assign a new diameter value to it.
2. Set the elements of the eigenstrain design tensor that correspond to this probe segment to
values which describe the displacement caused by this diameter.
3. Compute the strain representation of the design tensor with the method of eigenstrains.
4. Shift (with edge wrapping) the strain design tensor so that the probe origin is near the dislo-
cation core and evaluate the hopping barrier, dnear.
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5. Shift (with edge wrapping) the strain design tensor so that the probe origin is at a location
far from the dislocation core. Compute the estimate of the hopping barrier dfar.
6. Calculate the fitness of the design tensor as f = dnear − dfar.
7. Accept the new design tensor with probability e(f−f0)/kTalch , where f0 is the fitness of the
previously accepted design tensor, and kTalch is a thermal energy that can be lowered over
the course of the optimization to restrict the magnitude of strain field fluctuations.
8. Repeat until convergence (or until kTalch is reduced to a negligible value).
The values of dnear and dfar depends strongly on the position of the probe relative to the glide
plane. To avoid introducing assumptions concerning which location will produce the fittest solu-
tion, changes to the position of the probe can also be included in the MC procedure. For this study
positional moves are made less often than strain moves. Fig. 4.7 shows the flow of the MC loop
when multiple move types are employed.
4.6 Use Case: Line Dislocations
Using the procedure outlined in section 4.5, the interaction of a segmented probe interstitial and a
line dislocation of pure edge character was performed (see section 4.2.4 for details). The eigen-
strain representation of the particle is comprised of 6 coupled blocks of 4 voxels each, centered in
the design tensor. The number of blocks represents segments of the probe. 6 was chosen as the
number of segments to avoid excessively high aspect ratios. Segment radii are permitted to ap-
proach 0, effectively shortening the probe if advantageous for optimization. The size of the design
tensor was sufficient for strain fields to decay to negligible values at the edges of the domain.
The initial eigenstrain value (ei) was set to 0.05 for all probe segments (and an upper constraint
of ei = 0.15 was set). The optimization temperature, kTalch was logarithmically decreased from a
starting value of 10−2 to 10−3 over 105 iterations. These temperature values were chosen so that
the average acceptance likelihood transitions from high to low at the approximate midpoint of the
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run. At each MC iteration a move was randomly selected. For optimization of line-dislocation
probes, strain type moves were chosen with a 90% probability, with the remainder being evenly
split between x and z positional moves. Moves in y were not considered, as they would lie parallel
with the dislocation line direction.
Fig. 4.8 shows summary information from 100 MC trials preformed on line-dislocation arrays.
The final locations that maximize interaction (shown in Fig. 4.8d) are clustered on the leading edge
of the dislocation, near the tensile lobe associated with the ηzz field. Fig. 4.8c shows histograms of
the segment geometries. The distributions are broad, however mean values display a clear trend of
high values at the probe ends, and low values at the center. This dog-bone configuration appears
to maximize the probe’s escape barrier when near a lobe of the dislocation’s ηzz field. The top six
highest fitness solutions are shown in Fig. 4.9a. Aside from the average trends of high diameter
ends and low diameter middles, some high-fitness geometries also have a large diameter central
segment, resulting in a serrated appearance. This appears to be a further refinement of the average
trend.
Figure 4.8: The aggregated results of 100 MC solver runs on an edge dislocation. a Histogram of
the barriers estimated from the eigenstrain procedure. b Distribution of solution fitness, as defined
by the difference of barriers near and far from the dislocation. c Histograms of the diameters of
each of the six segments that comprise the probe. The mean of each distribution is indicated with
a chevron. d Location of final solution position, relative to dislocation core.
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Figure 4.9: Renderings of the top six optimized probes for interacting with an edge dislocation (a)
and extrinsic dislocation loop (b). The surface rendered is the zero-energy isosurface of the SWCA
potential. Directions relative to the rod when placed in the host crystal are noted. The average line
direction of Shockley partials is parallel to [112̄].
4.7 Use Case: Dislocation Loops
The same MC procedure (section 4.5) as for line-edge dislocations (section 4.6) was applied to
extrinsic dislocation loops (see section 4.2.4 for details). For loop-dislocation probes, x, y, and z
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moves are permitted. Strain moves were chosen with 91% probability with the remainder of moves
evenly split among x,y, and z. Fig. 4.10 summarizes the results of 100 MC trials on the sampled
loop strain data. The higher values of mobility barriers in the neighborhood of the dislocation
loop immediately become clear. The strain fields perpendicular to the loop glide axis are higher
in magnitude than those surrounding a line-edge dislocation. The line dislocation has negligible
strain values in the direction parallel to the line vector; most strain energy is contained in the field
parallel to the glide direction. The bending of the dislocation-loop lines produces a more highly
strained local environment for the probe to interact with. The locations of maximum interaction
are distributed within the area of the loop. There is a preference for the compressive corners of
the loop over the tensile corners. The histogram of segment diameters reveals large populations
of high and low diameters (and a relative lack of intermediate diameters), with almost no pattern
to how these segments are ordered. Fig. 4.9b shows the top six solutions of optimal probe shape,
highlighting again that the key feature for optimal interaction is a low-strain segment surrounded
by large-strain segments. There seems to be no strong preference for where on the probe the small
segment is placed.
Figure 4.10: The aggregated results of 100 MC solver runs on an extrinsic dislocation loop. a
Histogram of the barriers estimated from the eigenstrain procedure. b Distribution of solution
fitness, as defined by the difference of barriers near and far from the dislocation. c Histograms of
the diameters of each of the six segments that comprise the probe. The mean of each distribution is
indicated with a chevron. d Location of final solution position, relative to dislocation loop center
axis.
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4.8 MD Validation of Barrier Estimation
To test the validity of estimating hopping barriers from predicted strain fields (section 4.4), the op-
timized probes found in sections 4.6 and 4.7 were placed within a defect-free FCC crystal domain
and a force was applied that aligned with the rod’s axis. Several hydrostatic strains were applied to
the simulated crystal in order to test the rod’s mobility in different strain environments. Fig. 4.11a
shows the average velocity of the rod under different magnitudes of force (~f ) for different hy-
drostatic strain conditions. Curves are fit to the velocity data using the Fokker-Planck equation
solution for a periodic 1D potential [150]. Two free parameters—the barrier height (dfit) and the
damping constant (γ)—were used for the fit. Barrier heights were compared to those found from
the optimization process (deig). Fig. 4.11b shows the comparison of the estimated and fit barrier
height. The fit and predicted values have a constant offset, but are otherwise related linearly with
a proportionality constant close to unity. The origin of the offset is unknown, but may be a prod-
uct of the fluctuating probe orientation and thermal bending of the interstitial channels, which are
effects neglected by the estimation method. The value of γ found by fitting is related linearly to
the pressure of the crystal (see Fig. 4.11). This trend in γ reveals that strained environments can
change the frequency of collisions between the interstitial and the crystal particles, which is an
expected result. In optimization of the probe geometry, this γ effect can be neglected, since it is
predominantly important at high forces. Additionally, since γ is positively linearly correlated with
d, both parameters need not be considered to maximize differences in average particle velocity.
4.9 MD Simulation of Interstitial-Dislocation Interaction
To test the validity of the solutions (sections 4.6 and 4.7) produced by the MC optimizer, MD
simulations were performed. The optimized probe particle was placed within the simulated crys-
tal (the same geometry as was created for sampling of the defect strain fields) at the location of
maximum interaction found by the optimization, with a force applied to the rod along its long axis.
Fig. 4.12a shows the relationship between the distance traveled by the optimized probe, and the
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Figure 4.11: a Probe interstitial velocity as a function of force for various conditions of hydrostatic
strain. Curves are fit as functions of γ and barrier height, dfit. b Relationship between the fitted
value of d and that predicted by the eigenstrain estimate. c Relationship between the fit value of γ
and pressure. The quantity γ ·D2 scales linearly with applied system pressure.
slip between a pair of tagged tracers positioned on either side of the dislocation slip plane. On
this plot, a slope of 1 indicates that the dislocation and the optimized probe are traveling together,
producing one Burgers vector of slip per full transit of the periodic box by an optimized probe.
As the force exerted by the interstitial is increased, the total distance traveled by the dislocation
and the probe increases. The inset in Fig. 4.12a shows the velocity of the probe as a function of
force. A local velocity maximum near f ' 9.0 is observed. For f > 16.8 the probe becomes com-
pletely unbounded from the dislocation. The dislocation array stops moving unidirectionally and
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the probe’s velocity as a function of force becomes monotonic. Fig. 4.12b-e shows renderings of
simulations where the probe particle is interacting with a partial edge dislocation line. Also shown
is a slice of the simulation domain before and after the dislocation array was driven to glide across
the periodic box several times. The central segment of the crystal can be seen to have slipped past
the remainder of the system. This slip increases by one full Burgers vector magnitude for each
time that the partial dislocation pair transits the periodic simulation domain in the [11̄0] crystal
direction.
The same study and analysis was also conducted for the dislocation-loop-optimized probe.
In this case one of the tagged tracer particles was placed within the glide cylinder of the tube.
Fig. 4.13a shows the correlation of optimized probe travel and loop travel as a function of force.
As these simulations were run for the same amount of time as the line dislocation tests, it is clear
that the mobility of the loop-probe pair is much higher. The striking difference in mobility for loop
and line dislocations is not surprising, as loops contain a much shorter length of dislocation line
that has to glide. In the simulations shown here, the length of Shockley dislocations present in the
loops is ∼ 18a (with the total length of all dislocations ∼ 30a), while line dislocation simulations
contained only Shockley partials spanning ∼ 120a. The escape force for the loop optimized probe
is larger than that for the line dislocation, above f ' 29.2. The probe’s velocity (Fig. 4.13a inset)
as a function of applied force shows similar features to the line dislocation case, however the local
maximum (f = 16.8) and minimum (f = 29.2) are more distinct. The increased force value of
the maximum and minimum is consistent with the higher ∆d achieved for the optimization of the
loop probe. Fig. 4.13b-e shows images of the simulated loop-active particle system. Fig. 4.13c
shows the dislocation lines present in the extrinsic loop, as found with the DXA algorithm [151]
implemented in OVITO [117]. The loop structure is comprised of three dislocation types: partial
(Shockley) dislocations, forming the two ends of the dissociated dislocation loop tube, as well as
stair-rod dislocations and Hirth dislocations at the corners of the loop, with line directions parallel
to the glide axis of the loop. Similar to the case of the line dislocation array, multiple transits of
the dislocation loop through the simulation cause slip of the regions bounded by the glide cylinder.
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Figure 4.12: a Optimized probe distance traveled versus slip of the central region for a simulated
edge dislocation array. Particle forces above fb = 16.8 result in small slopes, indicating that the
active particle escapes from the vicinity of the dislocation. The inset shows the velocity of the
optimized probe as a function of force. There is a local maximum in velocity before the breakaway
force. Snapshots of the optimized probe as it interacts with a partial edge dislocation, rendered
with OVITO [117]. b The dislocation array, shown with all particles having an FCC-like neighbor
shell removed. The red particles are members of the stacking faulted layer and the white particles
are members of the disordered core. c Close-up of the optimized particle as it interacts with one
of the partial dislocations. d A slab of particles at the start of the simulation, color coded by x
position. e The same particles after several passages of the dislocation array through the box.
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Figure 4.13: a Optimized probe distance traveled versus slip of the loop glide cylinder region for a
simulated extrinsic dislocation loop. Probe forces above fb = 29.2 result in small slopes, indicating
that the active probe escapes from the vicinity of the dislocation. Inset shows the velocity of the
probe as a function of force. Snapshots of a segmented rod interstitial particle as it interacts with
an extrinsic dislocation loop, rendered with OVITO [117]. b Close-up of the dislocation loop
structure with optimized probe nearby. Particles with FCC-like environments have been removed
for visibility. Red particles are members of stacking faults, and white particles have disturbed
neighbor shells. c Close-up with particles rendered transparently and dislocation lines highlighted:
green lines are partial (Shockley) dislocations (~b = 1
6
〈112〉), purple lines are stair-rod dislocations
(~b = 1
6
〈110〉), and yellow lines are Hirth dislocations (~b = 1
3
〈001〉). d A slab of particles at the
beginning of the simulation, colored by x position. e The same particles after several transits of
the loop through the box.
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The straight partial dislocations simulated in this study cross the periodic box boundaries, and
so can be thought of as infinite in extent. Therefore, it is best to compare the performance of probes
interacting with line and loop dislocations on a per-length basis. In a periodic box containing one
probe particle and two straight edge dislocations that have decomposed into four Shockley partials,
the breakaway force of the line dislocation optimized probe is f/l ' 16.8/120a = 0.14/a. If in
the loop dislocation case we consider only the Shockley partial length, then the loop dislocation
optimized breakaway force per unit length is f/l ' 29.2/18a = 1.62/a. The large difference in
breakaway force on a per unit length basis emphasizes the increased coupling between a curved
dislocation and the probe interstitial.
The probe interstitial can only interact via its strain field in a small volume (the volume of
non-negligible strains produced by the probe). Ultimately, the small size of the probe results in
strain fields that rapidly decrease in magnitude with distance, much like a point source. A bent
dislocation, like those in a small loop, can fit more dislocation line length within range of the
probe’s strain field. In fact, the straight dislocation case can be compared to a very large diameter
loop, which on length scales similar to the range of the probe’s strain field appears straight. The
results presented here show that as the circumference of a dislocation loop is scaled from ' 9a to
' 60a, a greater than ten-fold reduction in optimal probe binding strength per unit length occurs
due to the reduction of dislocation curvature. An implication of this result is that dislocation bends
or jogs, which have locally high curvature should also be expected to strongly interact with the
same probes that strongly interact with small dislocation loops.
4.10 Conclusions
We have shown that there is a robust mapping between the geometry of a repulsive segmented
probe particle embedded as an interstitial in an FCC crystal of repulsive spheres and the local
strain field that is produced around it. We exploited this predictive connection to allow the use
of MC methods to design the nature of the interaction between the interstitial probe and other
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strain-field-producing disturbances in the crystal. We have also shown that the mobility of such an
interstitial is well-approximated through consideration of the strain field alone, and that by placing
constraints on the mobility of the interstitial in different local environments (i.e. near to and far
from a dislocation), the interaction between this interstitial and another object can be tuned. A
striking feature of this design method is its computational efficiency. The simple Python imple-
mentation of the MC solver used here requires approximately one day per solution to run on a
single CPU. In contrast, each trial force MD simulation of the line dislocation arrays requires a
full week of NVIDIA® Tesla® P100 GPU time. If every trial geometry, position, and force required
such a simulation for evaluation, then it would be unfeasible to carry out this scheme.
This work demonstrates a route towards microstructure control in colloidal materials through
a designed, active tool particle interstitial that can manipulate internal defects. Currently, the most
powerful tool for 3D microstructure creation available to colloidal scientists is templating, whereby
the boundary conditions of crystallization are changed to favor the creation of desired defects.
Our work complements such efforts by providing a means to re-configure microstructure after
crystallization has already occurred, which opens the possibility for colloidal crystal mechanical
and optical devices. Furthermore, increasing defect mobility by interaction with active interstitial
probes is a route to lowering colloidal crystal defect quantity. Active particles designed in this
way can be used to ‘sweep out’ undesired defects and microstructures. This work demonstrates a
colloidal microstructure control scheme that exploits the designability of colloidal crystal subunits
in a way not achievable with atomic materials.
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CHAPTER 5
Pinning Dislocations in Colloidal Crystals with
Active Particles that Seek Stacking Faults
This chapter and its figures are adapted from an as-yet-unpublished manuscript (Ref [81]) authored
in 2019 by Bryan VanSaders and Sharon C. Glotzer.
5.1 Dynamic Deformation Behavior in Colloidal Materials
Colloidal machines assembled from sub-micron sized subunits provide a possible route to scaled
down versions of so-called ‘particle robots’ [152]. Particle robots that sense and actuate are built
from a collection of sub-units that, like colloidal particles, individually have limited functionality.
The nascent field of colloidal robotics faces many challenges, including the need for dynamically
responsive colloidal materials. Many of the functions we wish to realize are analogs to the capa-
bilities of living cells. Unicellular organisms accomplish functional shape changes by stiffening
and softening their cytoskeletal matrix dynamically [44]. A prototypical example is the unicel-
lular predator Amoeba Proteus, which grows and reshapes extensions of itself to move and hunt.
These changes are enabled by dynamic mechanical property changes and flows within the cell
[43]. In mimicry of this functionality, researchers have investigated how the mechanical behav-
ior of sub-µm particle assemblies can be coupled to external fields for controllable functional
changes, for example by creating stiffness changing colloidal crystals [102] and magnetic ‘mi-
crobots’ [37, 39, 41].
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When considering the deformation of dense arrangements of colloids, we can borrow from
the extensive knowledge base concerning the deformation of metals to guide us. Metallurgists
have gleaned deep insight into the mechanisms of deformation for materials with crystalline order,
particularly the importance of dislocations in plastic deformation [67]. Under shear stress, dislo-
cations migrate and effectively transport material though a crystal, resulting in shape change of the
material at state points below the melting transition, and stresses below the ultimate yield strength.
In this regard, colloidal crystals have been shown to behave similarly to metals [69, 70, 71, 97, 79].
A classical approach to impeding the motion of dislocations is to introduce impurity particles into
the host crystal. Carbon steels are the prototypical example of this tactic; carbon interstitials sig-
nificantly increase the shear stress required to drive a dislocation to glide when added to iron at
concentrations of < 1%.
Such interstitial pinning can be applied to colloidal systems to help control material defor-
mation. Furthermore, colloidal particles and interstitials may have many designable and exotic
properties, such as anisotropic shape or self-propulsion (i.e. active matter) [2, 92, 91, 92, 3, 35].
Active matter interstitials allow us to consider scenarios where the solute species is capable of
self-propulsion and so travels super-diffusively. If such active interstitials can also be designed to
bind strongly to dislocations and prevent their motion, then we could expect a comparatively small
number of active interstitials to have a large effect on colloidal crystal plasticity. The migration of
passive interstitials to dislocations is controlled entirely by the diffusive properties of the intersti-
tial. As such, long timescales or high temperatures are required for passive solutes to accumulate
around dislocations [153, 154, 67, 155]. Active particles could decouple the timescale of diffusion
from that of dislocation pinning, as well as open the possibility of a metamaterial with dynamic,
controllable plasticity via toggling activity.
In this study we explore the ways in which active anisotropic interstitials can interact with
a dense crystalline environment via computer simulation. We show that anisotropic active inter-
stitial particles can have strong, effectively attractive interactions with stacking faults in crystals
composed of spheres interacting via isotropic steep repulsive potentials. These active particles ab-
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sorb onto the stacking faults that link dissociated dislocation pairs, and thereby pin dislocations.
We show that interstitial anisotropy and active force magnitude also affect the characteristics of
the path explored by the interstitial. With the reduction of dislocation mobility as the primary goal
of this study, we frame the design of active interstitials as a competition between the ability of the
interstitial to move freely through the crystal bulk (so as to locate stacking fault binding sites) and
the affinity of the interstitial to remain tightly bound to these sites. We propose a combined metric
that assesses the overall effectiveness of an active interstitial as a dislocation-pinning additive, and
test a high-performing interstitial in a dislocation-containing system under bulk shear. We find that
for well-designed active interstitials, a number concentration as low as 64 per million host particles
is sufficient to introduce significant barriers to dislocation glide and material plasticity.
5.2 Model and Methods
5.3 The Active Interstitial Model
The particles that comprise the host crystal are represented by purely repulsive isotropic pair po-
tentials (the shifted Weeks Chandler Andersen potential [111]). The lowest free energy solid crys-
talline phase for such particles is face centered cubic (FCC), with hexagonal close packed (HCP)
a close second [120]. FCC and HCP can both be constructed by alternating sequences of close-
packed planes of particles (Fig. 5.1a-b). Dislocations in FCC crystals can dissociate into pairs of
partial dislocations that conserve total Burgers vector [67]. These dissociated pairs are connected
by a stacking fault, which is a local change of stacking sequence from FCC to HCP. The proclivity
of dislocations to dissociate is controlled by the stacking fault energy, which is the free energy
penalty of stacking fault creation [67]. In solids composed of short range repulsive potentials, this
free energy penalty is very low, and so dislocations dissociate readily [120].
Stacking faults are low free energy defects for steep repulsive solids because the close-packed
FCC and HCP stacking sequence motifs have no density differences. However the topology of the
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void space in HCP is different than in FCC. Fig. 5.1a-b shows the stacking sequence of FCC and
HCP planes, respectively. The HCP crystal has linear, connected voids that are parallel to the dense
packed plane normals (the HCP [0001] and FCC [111] crystal directions). In FCC, these voids can
only extend for three layers before they are interrupted. Fig. 5.1c shows a stacking fault embedded
in an FCC crystal. This stacking fault introduces linear channels that span five stacking planes. In a
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In this study our interstitial particle is a rod composed of repulsive potentials. Rod-like in-
terstitials fit within void channels of the FCC crystal structure, and are known to have geometry-
dependent mobility [80]. When active, the rods have three parameters (Fig. 5.1d) that govern their
behavior: end-to-end length (Lr), diameter (Dr), and active force magnitude (f ). Here activity
is represented by a constant force, directed parallel to the long axis of each interstitial. Fig. 5.1d
shows a schematic of the rod geometry used in this study. We considered changes to the rod’s
diameter, length, and driving force. Forces ranging from 3 kT/D to 45 kT/D were applied to rods
with maximum distance between beads 0.5D to 3D, and diameters 0.2D to 0.4D. Total end-to-end
rod length (Lr) is equal to distance between the centroids of the end beads plus the bead diameter.
5.3.1 Molecular Dynamics Methods
All molecular dynamics (MD) simulations reported here were performed with HOOMD-blue [112,
113]. All particles interact via the shifted-Weeks-Chandler-Andersen potential (SWCA) [111].
The value of σ used in this potential was set to 0.2, and for the host particles the potential was
shifted in radius so that the minimum (located at σ21/6 in the unshifted case) is kept at a distance
of 21/6. This distance is hereafter referred to as D. Simulations were performed in the NPT
ensemble as derived by Martyna et al. [84]. System thermal energy was held at kT = 0.1, pressure
at P = 2, and host particle mass was fixed at m = 10 (in simulation units).
In all cases discussed, the interstitial was simulated as a collection (N = 20) of isotropic
repulsive potentials (interacting via the same SWCA potential as the host particles). To produce
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Figure 5.1: a Stacking sequence of dense planes in the FCC crystal. a Plane stacking sequence
for the HCP crystal. c Cut-away rendering of a stacking fault with cylindrical void indicated by a
shaded rectangle. d A rendering of the active interstitial geometry used in this study. The center of
mass of the interstitial is indicated with a red line.
rods of different diameter the radial shifting of the SWCA potential was varied. Relative positions
were maintained and torques handled during MD integration by rigid-body simulation [149]. The
mass and moment of inertia of the interstitial was set so that the mass-density of the volumes
enclosed by the zero isoenergy surfaces of the host and interstitial particles are equal.
5.4 Sampling Protocols
5.4.1 Interstitial Binding Protocol
To explore the interaction of active anisotropic particles with void spaces present near stack-
ing faults in a thermalized, non-close packed crystal of SWCA particles, we prepared periodic
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simulation domains (N = 20, 480) with single stacking faults (using a layer shifting pattern of
3 · [ABC] + BC + 3 · [ABC]). A single rod particle with axial force was added. By observing
the position of the active particle relative to the stacking fault, a one-dimensional (the [111] crystal
direction) probability density function was sampled. In cases of strong particle-void interaction, a
sharp peak in probability density was found near the stacking fault.
5.4.2 Active Walk Protocol
To investigate the mobility of active interstitials, we conducted MD simulations of individual ac-
tive interstitials in defect-free crystalline domains with periodic boundaries (N = 18, 432). The
volume swept out by the trajectory of an active walk was computed using the open source soft-
ware vorlume contained in the Structural Bioinformatics Library package [156]. The path of the
active particle was decorated with spheres as the input to vorlume. Sphere centers were placed
on the path at separations no larger than one eight of their diameter (interpolated as needed) to
approximate a cylindrical swept volume.
5.4.3 Dislocation Interaction with Active Interstitial Protocol
Dislocation line arrays were created by subtraction of a half plane of particles in a periodic sim-
ulation box (N = 502, 500) spanning 60 unit cell lengths in the x direction (aligned with crystal
direction [11̄0]), 15 unit cell lengths in the y direction (aligned with crystal direction [112̄]), and
46 unit cell lengths in the z direction (aligned with crystal direction [111]). Active particles were
introduced with directors perpendicular to dislocation glide planes. After sufficient time to allow
the active particles to explore the simulation domain, a shear stress (σxz) was applied to the crystal,
driving the dislocations to glide. System shear strain was computed from the simulation’s box
matrix [86].
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5.5 Effective Interstitial Attraction to Stacking Faults
We find that active interstitials have a geometry-dependent effective attraction to stacking faults.
To quantify this emergent attraction, we estimate a probability density function from observations
of the interstitial-stacking fault separation (Fig. 5.2a shows an example of such a distribution).
From this pair correlation function we obtain a potential of mean force [157], yielding an estimate
of the interaction free energy of the interstitial with the stacking fault. Fig. 5.2b shows an example
of such a free energy curve. Fig. 5.2c shows the estimated binding free energy well depth (EB)
for all rod geometries and driving forces explored in this study. Negative values of EB indicate
that the interstitial was found near the stacking fault less frequently than elsewhere in the simula-
tion domain. We can also estimate the concentration of interstitials expected to accumulate near
a stacking fault. We estimate the concentration enhancement (cSF/c0) from the probability per
volume of observing the rod within a cutoff from the stacking fault (dashed line, Fig. 5.2a and b),
normalized by the total volume of the simulation (Fig. 5.2d).
We find that the length of the interstitial is the critical parameter controlling the strength of
effective attraction; interstitials with Lr ≈ 2D have the deepest free energy binding wells and
highest concentration enhancements. Active force magnitude and interstitial diameter have sig-
nificantly less effect on binding characteristics. Interstitial lengths longer than 2D tend not to be
effective at binding to stacking fault voids. This is in part due to the slow rotational dynamics
of long rods in crowded environments; some long rod geometries failed to align with the voids
present near the stacking fault.
5.6 Considering the Path of an Active Interstitial as a Search
Beyond binding, we can ask the question, ‘is the active walk of an interstitial an efficient search
pattern for the target site (i.e. stacking fault) of interest?’ To address this question, we first analyze
the statistics of the active interstitial’s trajectory through the host crystal in the absence of defects.
The question of which form of run-and-tumble active walk is most effective for locating a target has
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Figure 5.2: a A typical probability distribution of the active interstitial’s position relative to the
stacking fault center. The dashed line indicates the cutoff used to define interstitial-stacking fault
contact. b Estimate of interaction free energy obtained from sampled probability distribution.
c Binding free energy well depth for interstitials of various parameters. Each pixel represents
both mean value and error: the centermost ring is the mean value of localization, the middle and
outer rings are +/- one standard deviation. Force is non-dimensionalized by host particle diameter
(D) and system thermal energy (kT ). d Concentration enhancement for interstitials of different
parameters.
been addressed at length, particularly in reference to the search patterns of animals [158, 159, 160,
161], but also in relation to general classes of search problems [162]. Rupprecht et al. analyzed
the mean first passage time in a model system and found that the statistics of run lengths affects
searching efficiency [163]. They found that the optimal run length depends upon the distribution of
targets, with dense target environments favoring a Gaussian distribution and sparse environments
favoring long-tail distributions. Furthermore, optimal run length also depends upon the boundary
conditions of the domain considered, and the domain size.
The distribution of stacking faults due to dissociated dislocations will depend upon the size of
the crystal domain in question, since dislocations have long-range strain field interactions. Gener-
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Figure 5.3: a The volume (blue) swept out by a ballistic walk (red). b The volume swept out by
a run-and-tumble walk. c A walk with many steps decorated with infinitesimal Dt. d A walk with
many steps decorated with very large Dt.
ally, experiments of colloidal crystals do not exceed centimeters in scale (≈ 104 to ≈ 105 sub-µm
particles). In dislocation terms, this is a small domain, and so a small number of dislocations
should be expected in samples of reasonable quality. We expect, therefore, that active walks with
long-tailed distributions of run lengths should be the best performers. When considering exper-
imental systems we usually imagine a colloidal crystal domain with open boundaries, in which
case searchers that encounter the boundary will be lost (either by leaving the crystalline domain, or
becoming trapped on the boundary). Therefore we desire active walks that have a high probability
of encountering a stacking fault before they are lost from the system boundaries. Another way to
state this goal is to say we want a space filling walk; a walk that travels long distances slowly but
samples large volumes without repetition.
We envision the active walk of an interstitial as a swept volume, where the sweeping diameter
(Dt) is twice the walker-target collision distance. In this study we treat the walker as a point object,
and consider the effect of target size. Consider a purely ballistic walk (Fig. 5.3a). In such a walk,
the swept volume is simply related to the total length of the walk (Lt) and the cross-sectional area
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(At) and volume (Vt) of sweeping. The total swept volume of the spherical interaction area can be
described as Vs = LtAt + Vt. We refer to a walk described by this equation as ‘ballistic’. Were
we to calculate the ballistic length of a walk that was not actually ballistic, we would find that this
equivalent length (Lbeq) is less than the total length of the interstitial’s trajectory (Fig. 5.3b). The
degree to which Lbeq 6= Lt depends upon the diameter of the walk. For infinitesimal values of walk
diameter, Lbeq = Lt regardless of the number of bends in the walk (Fig. 5.3c); for very large values
of Dt, Lbeq will be equal to the largest distance of the walk (Fig. 5.3d). For simulated walks, we
generally find that Lbeq as a function ofDt begins at a high value, and transitions to a low value at a
specific D∗ that depends upon the geometry of the walk. Consequently, the quantity −∂Lbeq/∂Dt
is singly peaked. The location and height of this peak supplies information about the space-filling
properties of the walk geometry. Significantly below D∗, the active walk has few self overlaps,
and so the space sampled by the interstitial is almost entirely new. Above D∗, there are significant
overlaps between segments, and so much of the space is sampled multiple times. When Dt = D∗,
the walk is most nearly space-filling. The peak magnitude indicates how nearly space-filling the
walk is. A large derivative indicates that large lengths of path are at a distance of D∗ from each
other. These geometric measures of space filling performance are also functions of time. After a
sufficiently long time all walks (of finite-sized searchers) that are not strictly ballistic will become
diffusive, since the walker will eventually re-sample previously visited space. We propose that for
desirable active walks the peak in −∂Lbeq/∂Dt should be centered on the target size of interest,
and the roughness should evolve slowly in time so that the walk remains an efficient space filling
search over the timescale of interest. Therefore, when evaluating active walks we consider the time
averaged value of −∂Lbeq/∂Dt, denoted as 〈−∂Lbeq/∂Dt〉t.
5.7 Lbeq as a Function of Interstitial Parameters
We investigated the space-filling properties of active interstitial walks by analyzing the Lbeq value
of interstitials with various [f, Lr, Dr] parameters. Fig. 5.4 shows three examples of active walks.
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Figure 5.4: Lbeq (column i) and −∂Lbeq/∂Dt (column ii) for example active walks. row a A
diffusive walk. row b A rough walk. row c A ballistic walk.
Column (i) shows the value of Lbeq for diffusive (a), rough (b), and ballistic (c) walks. Shown data
points are sampled from replicates of each walk. Asymptotic values (Shown here at log10Dt/D =
−8 and +8) are calculated from the total path length and largest distance in the trajectory point
cloud, respectively. We fit the data to a logistic function of the form:
log10 Lbeq =
log10 Li − log10 Lf
1− ek(log10 Dt−log10 D∗)
+ log10 Lf (5.1)
where Li is the total path length, Lf is the largest point cloud distance, D∗ is the transition target
diameter, and k is the steepness of the transition. Fig 5.4 column (ii) shows the value−∂Lbeq/∂Dt.
We find that the transition from diffusive to ballistic is clearly captured in the location of the Lbeq
transition point. As an active interstitial walk becomes more ballistic, the target diameter for which
the walk most nearly fills space increases. Ballistic (diffusive) walks are best for very large (small)
target sizes. Rough walks are intermediate between the two.
Fig. 5.5 shows the value−〈∂Lbeq/∂Dt〉t evaluated at different values ofDt. We find that walks
are most capable of filling space for interstitial lengths less than 2D. This finding is in direct
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Figure 5.5: Time averaged derivative of Lbeq evaluated for different values of Dt for all active
interstitial parameters. a Dt = 10. b Dt = 100. c Dt = 1000. Error is represented the same as in
Fig. 5.2, however these errors are small.
opposition to the trends of strong binding to stacking faults reported in section 5.5, where the
largest effective stacking fault-interstitial attractions were found to be for rods of length 2D. The
ability of an active interstitial to search space depends upon a low barrier to reorientation; however,
a low barrier to reorientation also permits the interstitial to escape from the void present near the
stacking fault. As a result, the binding and mobility of active interstitials must be balanced against
each other in a compromise between these two effects.
5.8 Reorientation Probability Controls Walk Roughness
Beyond the path traced by the active interstitial rod during the walk, (Fig. 5.6(i)), we can also
investigate the orientation of the active interstitial relative to high-symmetry crystal directions.
Fig. 5.6a(i) shows the volume swept out by an active interstitial that migrates diffusively. Points
along the walk are colored by the nearest high symmetry crystal direction towards which the in-
terstitial’s long axis was pointed. Fig. 5.6a(ii) shows a polar projection of these directors mapped
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Figure 5.6: column i Renderings of volume swept by active walks (using Ovito [117]). Points
along the walk are colored by the high symmetry crystal direction that the active interstitial’s
director is most closely pointing towards. column ii Directors of the interstitial as it performs the
active walk, mapped onto the irreducible symmetry zone of the FCC structure. Insets show the
un-reduced cloud of directors. row a A diffusive walk. row b A rough walk. row c A ballistic
walk.
onto the irreducible rotational zone of the FCC crystal. The inset shows the un-reduced director
cloud. Fig. 5.6c(i)-c(ii) and d(i)-d(ii) show the same information for a ‘rough’ and ballistic walk,
respectively.
We find that diffusive, rough, and ballistic walks all have distinct orientational signatures. In-
terstitials with diffusive behavior tend to remain aligned with the [111] family of directions (which
we denote as P[111]). In the close-packed FCC structure, cylindrical voids of length (
√
6− 1)D ≈
1.45D aligned with P[111] exist. Diffusive interstitials are trapped within these isolated voids, and
so are unable to cover significant distances. In contrast, ballistic walks tend to remain aligned with
the N[110] family of directions. Close packed sphere FCC crystals have small diameter channels
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aligned with these directions that extend indefinitely. Ballistic interstitials have a high barrier to
reorientation, and we find that N[110] channels are preferred over P[111] channels, but transitioning
between members of the N[110] family is difficult. Rough walks occupy both families of directions.
These interstitials are able to explore many orientations because there is a relatively small barrier
to switching between the P[111] and N[110] directions.
Ultimately, we find that the ability of a rod-like active interstitial to reorient controls both the
binding to stacking fault voids and the mobility characteristics. The ability of the interstitial to
rotate can be shown to be primarily dependent upon the end-to-end length of the particle. Fig. 5.7a
shows the free energy of interstitials aligned with the P[111] direction in a defect-free crystal, as
estimated by the probability of observing that state. There is a clear transition from low to high
energy at Lr ≈ 1.5D. The P[111] family of directions in an FCC crystal coincide with cylindrical
voids of length
√
3a−D, with a the lattice constant. For the state point studied here, a ≈ 1.04
√
2D,
and so these voids have average length 1.55D. Figure 5.7a shows interstitials of this length have
a free energy penalty of 2 − 3 kT when occupying these voids. Comparing this to Figure 5.2c
and d, we can see that strong binding and interstitial concentration occur at lengths slightly larger
than this. This suggests that strong confinement in the stacking fault voids, which are of length
5
√
3a/3−D ≈ 3.25D, occurs when the P family channels in the bulk are unfavorable enough to
be rarely observed, but no so unfavorable as to be totally inaccessible.
By plotting the best fit value of D∗ (Fig. 5.7b) for the rod geometries studied here we can see
that the length scale of active walk roughness is maximum for rod lengths just longer than the
transition from low to high P[111] free energy (Lr > 1.5D). The P[111] channels that are present in
FCC are wider in average diameter than theN[110] channels (∼ 0.15D and∼ 0.07D, respectively).
Therefore when the total interstitial length is short enough to fit within the P[111] channels, they are
significantly better sites than the N[110] channels. However these channels are of limited length,
and so interstitials strongly bound to them tend to become caged. Interstitials significantly longer
than the P[111] family voids are trapped entirely in theN[110] family channels, and are therefore able
to travel in long ballistic paths but have difficulty reorienting. When interstitial length is matched
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Figure 5.7: a Estimate of the free energy of the P[111] state for interstitials in this study. Error is
represented as in Fig. 5.2. b The best-fit value of the inflection point of the transition from ballistic
to diffusive behavior (D∗).
to the P[111] family void length these voids act as transition barriers betweenN[110] family channels.
Adjustments to the length of the interstitial therefore change the energy barrier for reorientation.
This barrier sets the statistics of the active walk by controlling the probability of ‘tumbling’ be-
tween N[110] channels. These results suggest that more complex interstitial geometries engineered
to control rotational dynamics may be able to outperform the simple rods studied here.
5.9 A Combined Metric to Identify Optimal Interstitial Param-
eters
If we consider a ballistic interstitial searching for targets of disk-like shape, then such a particle
with travel length Lt will possibly encounter up to Lt/L0 disks, where L0 is the width of one disk.
We estimate this width as twice the distance between the stacking fault center and the interstitial
binding well (dashed line, Fig. 5.2a). The ballistic path swept out can be written as Vs = AtLt+Vt,
Lt = (Vs−Vt)/At (which is the same expression used for defining Lbeq when the path is not strictly
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ballistic). Therefore, we estimate the total number of target disks that could be encountered as
Lbeq/L0. Absorbing onto these disks will accrue a free energy benefit of EB each. Therefore we
can say that a particular walk has a free energy ‘potential’ of Et = EBLbeq/L0. This expression
represents the maximum binding free energy that can be released over the course of a walk; it
is a way to assign an energy value to the distance that a walker covers. Since EB and L0 are
independent of target size, we see that ∂Et/∂Dt = (∂Lbeq/∂Dt)EB/L0. We can combine the
negative time average of this metric with the concentration enhancement factor (see section 5.5) to









The result of this combined metric, evaluated at different values of Dt, is shown in Fig. 5.8. The
best performing active interstitial parameters are those that are on the edge between the strongly
binding (or concentrating) shapes and the highly mobile shapes. Especially for large target sizes,
a small number of optimal parameter combinations appear.
5.10 Test Case: Pinning Dislocations to Inhibit Shear Defor-
mation
We investigated the effect of stacking-fault attracted active interstitials on dislocation mobility by
simulating crystalline domains with a single dislocation dipole under shear. Using a geometry with
high combined S value (f = 11.2D/kT , Lr = 1.8D, and Dr = 0.3D), active rods were intro-
duced to the dislocation-containing crystal and allowed to walk. Subsequently, we applied a shear
force and monitored the shear strain of the simulation domain. Fig. 5.9 shows the process of dis-
location pinning and shear-induced depinning. Initially, dispersed interstitials (Fig. 5.9a(i)) search
the simulation box and accumulate on the stacking faults that link the partial edge dislocations
(Fig. 5.9b(i)). At sufficient shear stress (σxz) the dislocation moves past these pinning particles,
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Figure 5.8: Combined metric of interstitial performance (S) for all active interstitial parameters,
evaluated at different values of Dt. a Dt = 10. b Dt = 100. c Dt = 1000. Error is represented the
same as in Fig. 5.2.
ejecting them (Fig. 5.9c(i)). When mobile, dislocations reach a terminal glide speed that is a func-
tion of the active interstitial concentration. Active interstitials with high S values are capable of
traveling rapidly enough to re-acquire slow moving dislocations, and so a persistent interstitial drag
atmosphere is established (Fig. 5.9d(i)). Fig. 5.9ii shows a histogram of active interstitial positions
throughout the pinning and depinning process. We find that active interstitials tend to accumulate
into the regions under compressive strain (due to the dislocation array). This is likely due to the
larger drag experienced by active interstitials in compressed crystalline environments [80].
By tracking the shear of the simulation box, the shear rate (η̇xz) can be measured for different
values of σxz. In the case of no active interstitials, the domain deforms at a rate that is best fit by
a quadratic function of applied shear stress. The intercept of this fit (Fig 5.10a, darkest curve) is
zero to within measurement error. A presumably small initial barrier to dislocation glide exists
in such systems; however this value is not resolvable under the conditions used here. We find
that the addition of even 32 active interstitials changes this shear rate behavior from quadratic to
thresholded linear. We fit the data by curves of functional form:
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Figure 5.9: Time evolution of an N = 502, 500 particle system with two dissociated edge disloca-
tions and 256 active interstitials (with parameters f = 11.2D/kT , Lr = 1.8D, and Dr = 0.3D).
column i snapshots of the active interstitials in the simulation box, looking along the [112̄] crys-
tal direction. Host particles are not shown. column ii Histogram of active interstitial z position
over the course of a shearing simulation. This histogram ranges from the box center to box edge.
a Before interstitials have had time to encounter the partial dislocations. b Immediately before
dislocation depinning. The interstitials are most concentrated in the glide planes. c De-pinning
in progress. Clouds of interstitials leaving the glide plane are visible. d After several transits of
depinned dislocations across the box. There remains a small concentration of active interstitials in
the glide plane. Active interstitials have been depleted from the central region (under local tension)
and accumulated in the edge regions (under local compression).
η̇xy = max(0, κ|σxy − σdxy|α) (5.3)
where σdxy is the shear threshold and κ is the shear rate. As the number of interstitials is further
increased, the fit value of σdxy shifts to higher shear stress, and α decreases below one. Fig. 5.10b
shows the depinning stress as a function of interstitial number. Fig. 5.10c shows the change in
shear rate (κ) with shear stress as a function of interstitial number. As more active interstitials are
added, they not only increase the threshold of stress needed to de-pin dislocations, but also apply
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Figure 5.10: Quantitative trends in shearing resistance with active interstitial number. Active
interstitials have parameters f = 11.2D/kT , Lr = 1.8D, and Dr = 0.3D. a Shear rate as a
function of shear stress. b The depinning shear stress as a function of interstitial number. c The
slope of the shear rate vs. shear stress curve as a function of interstitial number.
an additional drag to dislocation motion that persists after depinning. The mechanism for this drag
is subsequent re-acquisition of the moving stacking fault by active interstitial particles.
5.11 Active vs. Passive Dislocation Pinning
We have shown that stacking faults in crystals comprised of isotropically repulsive particles con-
tain special voids that are favorable sites for rod-like interstitial particles to bind to. When the
stacking fault is associated with a partial dislocation, the migration of the dislocation core must be
accompanied by the reconfiguration of this void, and therefore the ejection of the interstitial. This
ejection imposes a penalty on the shear force required to drive such dislocations into glide. When
these interstitial particles are active, they are capable of rapidly covering large distances in search
of stacking faults.
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This interaction of active interstitials and dislocations is interesting as an elaboration of the
concept of a Cotrell atmosphere [153]. A Cottrell atmosphere is when interstitials collect around a
dislocation core, effectively pinning its motion. In atomic systems, interstitials are attracted to the
dislocation because of the strain fields of both objects. It is also possible for interstitials to have
strong pinning interactions with the cores of dislocations [164, 165].
Atomic dislocation-interstitial interactions have strong shear rate dependence [153, 154, 67,
155] due to fundamental limitations of interstitial mobility. Interstitials that interact strongly with
the strained dislocation environment tend to also be slow diffusers, and so cannot quickly concen-
trate near or follow a moving dislocation. Small interstitials that interact strongly with disloca-
tion cores may be faster diffusers, however the core is a comparatively small region. Therefore
the probability of core-interstitial interaction depends heavily on the concentration of the solute
species [165].
We find that active, rod-like interstitials avoid these problems by affecting greater decoupling
between mobility and attraction to dislocations. The active force allows such interstitials to cover
large volumes compared to their passive counterparts. Furthermore active interstitials interact with
stacking faults (not the dislocation core), which are extended defects. This significantly improves
the chance of interstitial-dislocation interception. Our results show that active interstitials result
in damped dislocation dynamics at shear rates much higher and concentrations lower than that at
which passive interstitials would be effective.
5.12 Conclusion
We showed that rod-like active interstitials can interfere with dislocation motion at number concen-
trations as low as 64 particles per million host particles. This interference produces a shear stress
threshold that was negligible without interstitials. The physics behind the mechanism of binding
and searching are antagonistic, so a compromise must be found for interstitial designs that strongly
impact material plasticity. We propose a combined metric to determine active interstitials with de-
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sirable properties. We find that the length of the rod-like interstitial is the dominant parameter for
adjusting the rotational transition probability as well as binding preference in FCC crystals.
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CHAPTER 6
Engineering Dislocation Pair Creation to
Reconfigure Colloidal Matter
This chapter and its figures are adapted from an as-yet-unpublished manuscript (Ref [82]) authored
in 2019 by Bryan VanSaders and Sharon C. Glotzer.
6.1 Metamaterial Reconfiguration
With sufficient miniaturization it is possible to create materials which at the human length scale
appear continuous, but are in fact composed of discrete subunits that have been engineered. When
the subunits are small and relatively simple such materials are often referred to as ‘metamaterials’.
As an example, the manipulation of optical material properties by engineering the response of
so-called ‘meta atoms’ has seen significant success [99, 166].
When the complexity of the subunit is increased to the point where each ‘module’ has some
combination of independent sensing, actuation, self-propulsion and communication capacity, then
the material is described as a modular robot [167]. Many forms of reconfigurable modular robots
have been proposed and prototyped. A subset of studies frame the aggregate collection of robotic
modules as a new material type. Lattice robots [168, 169, 170], ‘programmable matter’ [171], the
‘slimebot’ [172] and the ‘particle robot’ [152] are examples of this school of thought. While simu-
lations of modular robots have advanced to the point of the material scale [173, 174, 175], practical
realization of more than 100 robotic modules remains challenging (with the notable exception of
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Rubenstein et al. [176]). The demanding requirements of self-propulsion, communication, and
sensing necessitate macro-scale robotic modules with prohibitive complexity and cost.
Metamaterials and programmable matter, while conceptually linked, are separated by several
orders of magnitude in their subunit cost and functionality. In the last several decades, chemists
have advanced techniques that permit sub-micron particles to perform work locally, increasing the
functions available to very small subunits. For the first time, it is feasible to consider a continuum-
scale material composed of devices (active particles) that locally perform work in a designed way.
Swarms of self-propelled colloids can be controlled with a global field, such as light intensity
[36], chemical signaling [177], or a rotating magnetic field [37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. The behavior of
such non-equilibrium colloidal swarms relies heavily on emergent phenomena to take the place of
integrated communication and control often present in macro-scale robotic swarms.
Figure 6.1: Schematic representations of functional operations performed by selective shearing.
A crystalline colloidal robot (green) reconfigures itself by shearing along selective planes (dashed
lines). Yellow arrows represent planned displacements. a Locomotion via shearing for a colloidal
robot in contact with a wall (gray, hashed). By shearing on multiple planes the robot is ‘rolled’
along the wall. b Peristaltic transport of an object (yellow cylinder) by a colloidal robot via shear-
ing operations. By sequential activation and reversal of shearing planes, the cargo is transported
along the robot. c Cargo (brown cylinder) capture via shearing operations.
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A fundamental task of a modular robot is to reconfigure its shape. Many tasks of interest rely
on shape change: moving cargo, crawling past obstacles, engulfing cargo, etc. When the number
of subunits is small and subunit complexity is high, algorithmic planning can achieve near optimal
reconfiguration characteristics. For colloidal-scale metamaterials composed of many thousands or
millions of individual subunits, with no ability to locally communicate or plan, another approach is
needed. Shape change on this scale might be better thought of as a controlled plastic deformation.
In systems composed of isotropically interacting subunits (such as spherical colloidal crystals,
or atomic metals), plastic deformation is controlled by the production and migration of defects
known as dislocations [73, 70]. The creation and control of 2D dislocations via optical fields has
been reported in colloidal systems[72, 74].
6.2 Dislocations as Shape Reconfiguration Tools
If it were possible to selectively induce shear along arbitrary slip planes in a crystallite, then a wide
range of surface and interior reconfigurations are possible. Fig. 6.1 outlines three cases where the
ability to shear along arbitrary planes allows for a useful task to be carried out. Fig 6.1a,b, and c
show how bulk locomotion, cargo transport, and cargo capture could be achieved using only shear
displacements in a colloidal crystallite robot.
Within a crystalline material, non-elastic shear displacement is the result of the propagation
of dislocations. Dislocations are the fundamental unit of shear slip in crystals undergoing plastic
(i.e. irreversible) deformation. As a dislocation travels through a material, the regions on either
side of the defect’s glide plane are translated (slipped) relative to each other by an amount given by
the dislocation’s Burgers vector. The creation of a dislocation must conserve total Burgers vector
(which must remain zero, if starting from a defect-free crystal). Therefore when dislocations are
created, they appear in pairs. For a given glide plane in a 2D crystal, such dislocations can be either
left or right handed, which we refer to as ‘positive’ and ‘negative’. Positive dislocations are those
that define the termination of an additional half plane of particles that extends into the positive
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half space of the crystal (‘above’ the glide plane). Likewise, negative dislocations terminate the
half plane that occupies the negative half space (‘below’ the glide plane). The Burgers vector of
these two dislocations is opposite and equal, and if they are brought together they annihilate and a
defect-free crystal results.
If a dislocation is migrated to a boundary of a crystal, such as exists at a free surface, then the
termination of the half plane it bounds will appear on that surface. This eliminates the dislocation
and its elastic deformation, leaving behind only the change to the surface. This change is a step,
of height equal to the dislocation’s Burgers vector. If dislocation pairs could be created and driven
to the surface in a particular (arbitrary) pattern, then in theory any surface reorganization could
be accomplished one Burgers vector at a time. This method of surface reshaping requires both a
means to produce oriented dislocations as well as a means to direct them towards the free surface
to be manipulated. Notably, if both the positive and negative dislocations from the created pair
were directed to the same surface, then no permanent change in the crystallite boundary would be
achieved because the second dislocation to arrive would reverse the effects of the first. Therefore
to use dislocations as operations to sculpt surfaces we must have a means of separating them that is
strong enough to overcome the attractive force driving recombination of the pair on the same glide
plane.
In this paper we explore how quasi 2D crystallites of colloids can be re-shaped by the pro-
duction and migration of dislocation defects. We present here a simplistic scheme of dislocation
creation based on swelling the size of an anisotropically shaped subset of the crystallite’s parti-
cles. We simulate a colloidal crystalline monolayer, such as might be prepared by sedimentation
of colloidal spheres on a flat surface. A cluster of colloids with variable diameter (achieved via,
e.g., heating or solvent swelling) is embedded in this monolayer. We show that global control over
a single degree of freedom (the diameter of the particles in the embedded cluster) is sufficient to
enact significant reorganization of the crystallite’s boundary by the creation and emission of dis-
locations. These results are also applicable to certain classes of ‘lattice robots’, which operate at
larger length scales [168, 169].
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First, our system of study and its simulation protocols are introduced. We show several exam-
ples of reconfiguration in finite sized crystallites and bulk domains. We then describe the necessary
features of an embedded cluster and the importance of anisotropy in dislocation emission. Finally,
we end with a discussion of how this study relates to existing work on reconfiguration schemes for
modular robots.
Figure 6.2: a Schematic diagram of simulation domain. A downward force (Fg) keeps a cluster
of particles (gray oval) pinned to a repulsive plane (hatched). b The particle color scheme used
throughout this study. Yellow indicates particles with variable diameter. Blue, white, and red
colors indicate less than six, six, or greater than six neighbors. Dark gray coloration is added
to some particles as an aid to the eye for noticing plastic deformation. All particles which are
not yellow have fixed diameters. c An example diameter change profile. Beginning at the same
diameter as all other particles (D0), the yellow particles are increased in size via discrete changes
at constant intervals then held for a time thold. The variable particles are then shrunk down past
their original size to a minimum value, and again held for the same time thold. Finally, the particles
return to their original diameter and one cycle is complete. Numeral labels refer to sub-panels
of part d. d Snapshots of an example system undergoing one swell/shrink cycle. i The initial
configuration, with all particles the same diameter. The variable particles held at their maximum
diameter ii, minimum diameter iii, and returned to original diameter iv.
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6.3 Model and Methods
Fig. 6.2 shows an example of the embedded cluster model used in this study. First, a quasi-2D
crystallite is prepared. This crystallite is confined to a plane by a downward force and a repulsive
force from a plane supporting it (Fig. 6.2a). This configuration mimics a sedimented colloidal
layer (but neglects any effect of surface friction). Embedded clusters comprise a small subset of
particles within the cluster held together via harmonic bonds. Bonding eliminates the possibility of
cluster reconfigurations occurring upon successive swelling cycles. It also results in a cluster that
behaves as a connected body, which may be appropriate for experimental realizations in which a
cluster is pre-fabricated as a single object and then embedded into a colloidal monolayer.
All Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations reported here were performed with HOOMD-blue
[112, 113]. All particles interact through a shifted-Lennard-Jones potential (SLJ) [110], where
the origin is shifted towards the surface of the particle. The value of σ used in this potential was
set to 0.75, and the potential was shifted radially so that the minimum (located at σ21/6 in the
unshifted case) is at a distance of D0 = 21/6. This distance is the minimum-energy isosurface
of the pair potential, and is taken to represent the particle’s physical surface. The depth of the
attractive well was set to ε = 1. Simulations were carried out via Langevin integration. System
thermal energy was held at kT/ε = 0.22, and particle mass was fixed at m = 1 (in simulation
units). References in the text to energy, mass, time, and length scales will use these values for
non-dimensionalization. System temperature and pair potential parameters where chosen so as to
produce solid phase crystallites with realistic defect dynamics.
During a swelling or shrinking cycle, a subset of particles change their diameter by changing
the radial shift applied to the pair potential in small discrete increments (relative to the average
distance between particles). The value of ε and σ used in the pair potential is kept constant at all
times. Tunable-diameter particles are harmonically bonded to tunable neighbors. The length of
this harmonic bond is scaled along with the particle diameters during a simulation.
Throughout this study we employ a consistent color scheme for renders of particles (all ren-
derings are conducted with OVITO [117]) (Fig. 6.2). Particles with tunable diameters are colored
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yellow. All other particles are colored by their coordination number (CN). The pair correlation
function g(r) is computed for the entire system, and CN is determined by counting neighbors
within a cutoff of 4
3
D0 (approximately halfway between the first and second peaks in g(r)). Parti-
cles with fewer than six neighbors are colored blue, while those with more than six are colored red.
Six-coordinated particles are colored light gray. Lastly, a subset of particles (chosen arbitrarily) are
given a dark tint. This coloration creates a pattern on the crystallite which aids the eye in observing
plastic deformation.
Fig. 6.2di-iv shows a swell/shrink cycle (Fig. 6.2c) for a hexagonal embedded cluster of par-
ticles within a small crystallite. The edges of the hexagon are aligned with glide planes. At
maximum embedded particle swelling diameter, positive dislocations have been emitted into the
crystallite (low-coordinated blue particles), while negative dislocations remain stuck to the cluster
sides. At minimum embedded particle diameter, the negative dislocations also migrate away. After
the cycle is complete, some defects remain. Additionally, plastic slip has occurred, as evidenced
by changes to the ring coloration pattern on the crystallite.
To specifically target an individual slip plane, a cluster geometry different from that shown in
Fig. 6.2 is required. Several forms of anisotropy are needed to produce dislocations on one plane
only, and to repeatably bias their emission.
6.4 Shearing as a Unit Operation
The fundamental unit operation for a dislocation-emitting embedded cluster is to produce shear
slip across a single adjacent glide plane. Fig. 6.3a shows the state of a crystallite (N = 23, 231)
with one embedded cluster after many swell/shrink cycles. As subsequent pairs of dislocations are
produced and migrated to the edge of the crystallite, the domain is sheared in half. This shearing
also produces a net torque on the crystallite, which rotates it. The handedness of this torque is
opposite to the torque that would result if this crystallite was sheared by the application of surface
forces.
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A key consideration in the shearing operation is the distance of maximum separation of the dis-
location pair. If this distance is smaller than the dimensions of the crystallite, then the dislocations
may not reach the boundary. Dislocations that do not reach the boundary remain in the system,
and may interfere with subsequent cycles. This can happen either through backwards migration
(particularly the negative dislocation, which can be re-attracted to the cluster from long range)
or by producing a ‘back pressure’ that resists additional dislocation pair creation. We find that
backwards migration is a larger problem than back-pressure, as in a back-pressure situation sub-
sequent cycles tend to create short-lived dislocation pairs that push the original pair farther away,
eventually clearing defects from the vicinity of the cluster over several cycles.
A related failure mode that we observed is for several vacancies to condense around the cluster,
rendering subsequent cycles ineffective in generating dislocation pairs. If the minimum diameter
of the shrinking phase is too small, then cross slip events occur whereby the negative dislocation
decomposes into vacancies that attach to the surface of the cluster. Such attached vacancies tended
to ‘poison’ the cluster, preventing subsequent defect production. We were able to suppress this
process by increasing the minimum size of the variable diameter particles. However below this size
we observed farther migration of the negative dislocation during thold. We found that the forces
driving dislocation migration away from the cluster also are a function of the cluster geometry
(discussed below).
6.5 Combining Multiple Shearing Clusters
Multiple shearing clusters can be combined together to carry out more complex deformation oper-
ations in crystallites. Here we show two such kinds of compound operations. In this study, we did
not introduce any phase delay between the swelling cycles of the embedded clusters. Such a delay
could be exploited to improve the efficiency and stability of multiple-cluster schemes. However,
here we show that complex material reconfiguration is possible even without phase delay.
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Figure 6.3: Cyclic operation of dislocation-producing clusters embedded in circular crystallites.
Dark rings are guides to the eye for tracking plastic deformation. a A single embedded cluster,
causing shear across one plane. Snapshots at 0 (i), 25 (ii), and 50 (iii) cycles. b Two embedded
clusters slicing a crystallite. Snapshots at 0 (i), 20 (ii), and 40 (iii) cycles. c Three embedded
clusters swirling a crystallite. Snapshots at 0 (i), 70 (ii), and 140 (iii) cycles.
Slicing When two embedded shearing clusters are arranged so that their glide planes are parallel
and opposite in sign, then the slab of material contained between those glide planes is slipped
relative to the rest of the crystallite. We refer to this kind of operation as ‘slicing’. Fig. 6.3b shows
a slicing operation in a crystallite (N = 23, 321) containing two embedded clusters. The even
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slip produced by the top and bottom clusters indicates that they are operating in tandem, without
cross-interference. If the two clusters are placed closer to each other, then cross-slip events can
occur with multiple dislocations recombining. This configuration can be thought of as transporting
wave after wave of extra planes to the crystallite edge, which grows a protrusion on one side
while excavating a cavity on the other. Unlike in the shearing example above, there is minimal net
rotation of the crystallite here, because the forces produced by shear are balanced.
Figure 6.4: Cyclic operation of a pair of clusters embedded in a periodic domain. Clusters
‘pass’ dislocations to their images, resulting in a slip band. a The initial configuration, before any
swell/shrink cycles. Dark rings are guides to the eye for tracking plastic deformations. b System
configuration after 30 cycles. c System configuration after 60 cycles.
Swirling When the emission directions of multiple clusters in the same crystallite are arranged
in a chiral manner (Fig. 6.3c), then a complex rotation of material in the crystallite can be ac-
complished. We term this operation a ‘swirl’. The effect is to mix and translate sections of the
crystallite past each other, resulting in a flower-like shape. Note that there is a net rotation of the
crystallite, again in the opposite direction to that which would occur if this process were accom-
plished with surface forces. The efficiency of this operation is significantly lower than the other
operations we have discussed. This is due to the tendency of clusters to suppress the splitting of
other cluster’s dislocation pairs, resulting in many cycles where only one side of the triangular
arrangement succeeded in migrating its dislocation pair to the crystallite boundary. We hypothe-
size that this kind of interaction could be greatly reduced by introducing a phase offset between
the cycles of the three sides of the triangle. Despite this tendency for cross-interference between
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clusters, this example demonstrates that the biased pair production of the clusters is robust enough
to produce the desired effect with a minimum of control.
6.6 Consecutive Clusters as Repeaters
In a small crystallite, the crystal surface acts as a sink for both positive and negative disloca-
tions, capturing them and thereby permitting future cycles to release new dislocation pairs into
un-distorted crystal regions.
Fig. 6.4 shows a slicing configuration of clusters embedded in a periodic crystalline domain
(N = 40, 000). In this case, dislocations traverse the periodic boundaries of the box and recombine
on the opposite side of the cluster they were created on. This can also be thought of as clusters
passing dislocations to their periodic images in adjacent periodic domains. The example shows that
multiple clusters on the same glide plane act as ‘repeaters’, absorbing their neighbors’ dislocations.
A line of repeaters therefore should be able to transport dislocations over very long ranges. Note
that because the line of repeaters is made of periodic images, there is no phase delay between the
cycles of adjacent clusters. Much like the swirl demonstration above, we expect that introducing a
phase delay could improve the operational robustness of a line of repeaters.
6.7 Design Heuristics for High-Performing Cluster Geometries
We now take a closer look at the geometry of clusters well suited to inducing shear displacement
over many cycles. Good cluster performance depends on several metrics. First, the dislocations
must be produced only on one glide plane. Once produced, the dislocation pair must be separated
as far as possible, so that the dislocations can reach a surface or other recombination site. Lastly, the
dislocation pair must be created and separated with the same polarity, i.e. the positive and negative
dislocations should leave in the same direction on each cycle. We now examine the connection
between cluster shape and performance through each of these three metrics.
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6.8 Thresholds of Defect Creation
To study the onset of dislocation creation due to swelling or shrinking of an embedded cluster,
simulations were performed with a rectangular cluster. The rectangular shape was chosen for
simplicity of analysis. Expansion of the cluster sides due to isotropic swelling of the constituent
particles produces shear stress that eventually results in the creation of a dislocation pair. For
high-aspect ratio shapes, we can focus on the effect of length extension, ∆l/D0. Clusters were
equilibrated, then shrunk or swelled to states that resulted in a prescribed change ∆l of the longer
dimension of the rectangular cluster. The local environment of particles was taken as the Voronoi
polygon. Dislocation in 2D can be identified by a pair of 5 and 7-sided polygons in the Voronoi
diagram of a crystal. For particles with six Voronoi neighbors a local affine strain can be calculated
using the Voronoi polygon vertices [79]. Shown in fig. 6.5 are snapshots of the Voronoi diagrams
for cluster expansions at interesting points. The expansion threshold for defect creation was found
to be ∆l/D0 ≈ 2, and ∆l/D0 ≈ 1.4 for contraction. Fig. 6.6 shows defect number and strain field
magnitude data for rectangular clusters subjected to isotropic particle swelling or shrinking.
Fig. 6.6a shows the number of defects (Ndefects) observed for different states of cluster exten-
sion or contraction. A clear threshold in defect creation can be seen at an extension of ∆l/D0 ≈ 2
and a contraction of ∆l/D0 ≈ −1.5. For extension, only five (C5) and seven (C7) coordinated
defects are created, which is consistent with the core of a dislocation. For contractions, other coor-
dinations (C4,C8) are also found. The dislocation dipole that is emitted from a shrinking rectangle
cluster represents a missing partial plane of particles. These types of dislocation dipoles (vacancy,
or intrinsic, dipoles) are unstable in this system, and often decompose into immobile vacancy clus-
ters, which is why more variety of defect coordinations are observed for cluster contraction. In
contrast, during cluster swelling the emitted dislocations represent the extra plane of particles that
must be ejected to make space. Such interstitial (or extrinsic) type dislocation dipoles are more
likely to leave the vicinity of the expanding cluster, leaving behind a bound pair of complementary
negative dislocations on the cluster surface.
Fig. 6.6b shows the value of the largest affine shear strain (ηxy) found around the rectangular
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Figure 6.5: Voronoi diagrams for high aspect ratio rectangular embedded clusters at various strain
states. 6-sided polygons are colored by the magnitude of the affine strain they represent. Poly-
gons with other numbers of sides are colored by their side number. a Length change of −1.5D0.
Vacancy-type dislocation pairs are typically unstable, and decompose into a vacancy cluster as
seen here. b Length change of −1.25D0. Sub-threshold for vacancy-type pair creation. c Length
change of 1.75D0. Sub-threshold for interstitial-type pair creation. d Length change of 2.25D0.
One interstitial-type dislocation pair has been produced and driven off, leaving behind two bound
dislocations. e Length change of 3D0. Two interstitial-type dislocation pair have been produced
and driven off, leaving behind four bound dislocations.
cluster for various extensions and contractions. For extensions below the threshold, maximum
shear strain scales in a mildly super-linear fashion. At the threshold extension, maximum shear
values dramatically increase. For extensions, this increase is to the value of affine strain calculated
near the core of a dislocation. For contractions, very large strain magnitudes are found due to the
presence of highly distorted vacancy cluster environments. The behavior of the strain magnitudes
below the yielding point indicates the cause of the extension/contraction asymmetry. For the pair
potential used here, tension and compression have different material stiffnesses resulting from
the fundamental asymmetry of the pair potential bonding well. Such strain asymmetry can be
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manipulated through changing either the shape of the pair potential or the statepoint of the material
[79].
Figure 6.6: Extension and shear thresholds for creation of defects. a The number of 4,5,7, and
8-coordinated particles (C4,C5,C7 and C8), as found from the Voronoi diagram of the crystal. b
Maximum affine shear strain magnitudes for a rectangular cluster. The creation of dislocation
defects coincides with shear strains of ≈ ±5%.
6.9 Controlling Dislocation Emission
To avoid the creation of extraneous dislocations, we desire an embedded cluster geometry that
produces a single dislocation pair on one glide plane with high repeatability. When the boundary of
an embedded cluster is aligned with a slip plane in the crystal, dislocations tend to be created along
that boundary provided that the extension due to particle swelling is sufficiently large. Therefore
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to minimize the alignment of all but one cluster edge with slip planes, we use a half-ellipse shaped
cluster. The single flat edge of the cluster is aligned with a slip plane which we denote as (00).
Other planes exist within the same low-energy slip system; for symmetric half-ellipses there are
two other equivalent planes which we refer to as (01) and (01̄).
We quantify the propensity of shear strain on a slip plane to produce a dislocation, using the
negative autoconvolution of the shear field sampled around a cluster at swelling values below the
defect creation threshold. For a shear field with perfect inversion symmetry on a slip plane, the
maximum of the negative auto-convolution will be:




which is proportional to the shear energy density integrated along that slip plane (in the linear
elastic limit). We find that the negative autoconvolution of shear strain is a good indicator of slip
planes with a high propensity to form dislocations. In fig. 6.7 the strain patterns (sampled from
simulation) of a cluster are shown when aligned with two sets of slip planes, referred to here as (00)
and (01). Slip planes with large negative autoconvolution maxima (Amax) indicate potential planes
where dislocations can be produced. In order to minimize the number of spurious dislocation
emissions the primary maxima, present on the flat side of the half-ellipse, should be significantly
larger than other maxima. The top of the half-ellipse is a likely site for secondary emission, but the
rounded sides can also emit dislocations onto other glide planes.
We use Amax to identify which slip planes are likely to create dislocations as the shear strain
threshold is approached. Fig. 6.8a shows Amax with respect to the position of the half-ellipse
cluster. The two families of slip planes are shown. The (00) family contains the largest peak, at
the flat bottom edge of the ellipse, with a secondary peak at the top of the rounded cluster. The
rounding of the cluster suppresses dislocation emission from the top surface. Also shown is Amax
for the (01) slip planes. This slip plane generally has a smaller propensity for dislocation emission
than the designed (00) plane. However, as the ratio of length l to width w of the half-ellipse cluster
is changed, the difference between the primary (00) peak and the (01) peak decreases relative to
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Figure 6.7: Sampled strain fields and negative shear strain autoconvolutions for a single half-
ellipse. Autoconvolutions are shown normalized by the shear modulus (G) of the crystallite and
thermal energy (kT ). a Shear strain aligned with the (00) slip plane. b Negative autoconvolution
of shear strain aligned with the (00) slip plane. Large maxima are observed at the top and bottom
sides. c Shear strain aligned with the (01) slip plane. d Negative autoconvolution of shear strain
aligned with the (01) slip plane. The maxima present near the rounded edge of the cluster indicates
a potential site for spurious dislocation creation on this family of slip planes.
the (00) maximum (Fig. 6.8b). This means that wide half-ellipses are prone to spurious emission
of dislocations into the (01) slip planes. To ensure that single dislocations are produced with high
repeatability, narrow half-ellipse clusters with small w/l ratios should be used.
6.10 Dislocation Driving Forces
After dislocations are created by the swelling of a cluster, they are driven to leave the vicinity of the
cluster by the strain fields present around it. During swelling (shrinking), the positive (negative)
dislocation is driven away from the embedded cluster. If the pair of dislocations are allowed to
recombine, then no net slip will result. Therefore it is important that the dislocation pair be as
widely separated as possible. The forces that primarily motivate the motion of dislocations come
from shear strain interactions. If we consider a family of half-ellipses (as in Fig. 6.8), then we can
sample the shear strain magnitudes at points along the slip plane aligned with the flat edge of the
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Figure 6.8: Negative shear auto-convolution as a measure of the likelihood of dislocation emis-
sion. a Maxima of the negative shear auto-convolution, converted to energy units using the linear
shear modulus (G). The value for (00) (green) and (01) (brown) family planes are shown. Uncer-
tainty is represented with shaded bounding curves for both lines. b The relative difference of peak
negative shear auto-convolution between slip families as the width of the half-ellipse is increased.
c Maxima of the negative shear auto-convolution for a cluster of the same area as (a), but split into
two thinner half-ellipses. d The relative difference of negative shear auto-convolution between
slip families for two half-ellipses with different vertical separations. The red line indicates the
difference for a single cluster of the same area (from (b)).
cluster. Fig. 6.9a shows these shear values at various distances from the edge of the cluster. As the
width of the embedded cluster is increased the shear strain along the primary slip plane reaches
farther. Therefore, wider clusters (and thus larger) are better at forcing dislocations to glide away.
6.11 Double Half-Ellipse Clusters
By examining the trends of embedded clusters with a half-ellipse shape we have concluded that
clusters with larger areas (i.e. lower aspect ratios) are more effective at sweeping dislocations from
their vicinity. However low-aspect ratio clusters are more likely to produce extraneous dislocations
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Figure 6.9: Shear strain on the primary glide plane of embedded clusters. a Shear strain for half-
ellipses of various aspect ratios. b Shear strain for double half-ellipses. The red line is the shear
strain from (a) for a single half-ellipse with the same area.
on other slip planes. To balance the advantages of large and small half-ellipse clusters, we propose
a double-half ellipse cluster shape. In this geometry two half-ellipses, separated by a vertical
offset, function as a single dislocation-producing unit. This geometry has several advantages over
the single half-ellipse cluster.
First, double-half ellipse clusters have a reduced tendency to emit extraneous dislocations than
single half-ellipses of the same total area. Fig. 6.10 shows the strain field and shear autoconvolution
data for a cluster geometry with the same area as in Fig. 6.7, split into two clusters. The double
half-ellipse cluster geometry greatly suppresses the likelihood of dislocation creation on the (01)
slip plane, as it lacks any continuous sides that are aligned with those planes. Additionally, for the
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(00) plane the maxima that are inbetween the two half-ellipses are suppressed by the proximity of
the other cluster.
Figure 6.10: Sampled strain fields and negative shear strain autoconvolutions for a double half-
ellipse cluster. Autoconvolutions are shown normalized by the shear modulus (G) of the crystallite
and thermal energy (kT ). a Shear strain aligned with the (00) slip plane. b Negative autoconvo-
lution of shear strain aligned with the (00) slip plane. Large maxima are observed at the top and
bottom of both half-ellipses. c Shear strain aligned with the (01) slip plane. d Negative autocon-
volution of shear strain aligned with the (01) slip plane. The double half-ellipse cluster suppresses
dislocation emission on this family of glide planes.
Fig. 6.8c shows Amax for the (00) and (01) family of slip planes. Fig. 6.8d shows the relative
difference between Amax for the (00) family and the (01) family as a function of the vertical
separation between the half-ellipses. The red horizontal line indicates the relative difference for
a single half-ellipse of the same area. For small separations, the relative likelihood of extraneous
emission is similar to that of a single half-ellipse with the same total area. However for larger
separations, the relative difference between maxima in the (00) family and (01) family is increased
above the case of a single half-ellipse.
Second, the driving shear strain that pushes dislocations away from the embedded cluster is
increased at long range for the double half-ellipse cluster geometry as compared to the single
ellipse. Fig. 6.9b shows the shear strain present on the primary slip plane as a function of distance
to the cluster edge for double half-ellipses. The red curve is the shear strain (from Fig. 6.9a) of a
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single half-ellipse with the same total area. For large vertical separations (∆y/D0 > 20) the shear
strain at long ranges is similar to or less than that from a single half-ellipse. However for small
and moderate separations (∆y/D0 < 20) the shear strains, especially at long range, are larger in
magnitude for the double half-ellipse geometry than the single half-ellipse. This is a larger effect
for positive strains, another result of the tension-compression asymmetry present due to the nature
of the particle pair potential. The increased shear strain magnitude at long range is a result of the
additional flat edge of the second ‘booster’ half-ellipse. This feature produces more shear strain
than the relatively flat sides of a wide single half-ellipse.
6.12 Biasing Dislocation Emission
By investigating the thresholds for dislocation creation as well as the distribution of shear strain
around the embedded cluster, we have arrived at a cluster design that produces and drives disloca-
tions reliably on one slip plane. To enact cumulative change to the crystallite’s surface, dislocations
of opposite handedness must be consistently emitted in opposite directions. One way to accom-
plish this biasing is to make a notch in the cluster edge that defines the primary slip plane. This
breaks the reflection symmetry of the cluster, and results in biased dislocation emission. Fig. 6.11
shows the slip accumulated in crystallites (N = 13, 051) containing embedded single half-ellipse
clusters. As the notch in their primary slip plane is shifted from the center of the cluster, dis-
locations are more likely to be emitted directionally depending on their handedness, resulting in
cumulative slip.
The notch causes two related effects that are responsible for biased emission. First, when the
notch is close to a corner it reduces the likelihood of dislocation pair creation at that corner. For
the primary slip plane, this means that the dislocation pair is first created at the corner farthest from
the notch. The positive dislocation is then swept from the vicinity of the cluster by compressive
strain fields.
Second, we find that the notch also tends to attract the negative dislocation during the shrinking
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phase of the cycle. This often results in the negative dislocation leaving the cluster from the notched
side, and thereby splitting the dislocation pair apart. The attraction of the negative dislocation to
the notched side of the cluster as it returns from its maximum swelling diameter is a less consistent
effect than that of the notch on the location of initial pair creation. As such, this attraction can
limit the efficiency of dislocation pair splitting. This symmetry-breaking effect was found to be
insensitive to the shape of the notch.
Figure 6.11: Biasing of dislocation emission. Cumulative slip over 50 cycles for clusters with
different degrees of notch asymmetry. Greater asymmetry of the edge that defines the primary slip
plane leads to greater robustness of dislocation pair splitting.
6.13 High-Performing Clusters
Fig. 6.12 shows the geometry of the highest performing cluster we found in this study. This clus-
ter can be broken down into the key design features described above. The primary slip plane is
defined by the bottom-most flat edge of the cluster. During the swelling phase, a dislocation pair
is first produced at Fig. 6.12a. Rounded edges (Fig. 6.12b) suppress the emission of dislocations
onto other glide planes. A notch in the bottom flat edge (Fig. 6.12c) ensures that dislocations
are reliably separated by the sign of their Burgers vector. Lastly a second half-ellipse ‘booster’
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cluster (Fig. 6.12d) positioned above the first half-ellipse provides additional shear strain that as-
sists in driving dislocations away from the cluster after they have been produced. The lower flat
edge of the booster cluster is prevented from emitting its own dislocation due to the suppressing
effects of the strain field of the bottom half-ellipse. We employ embedded clusters composed of
double half-ellipses with l = 30D0 and w = 6
√
3D0/2. The swelling and shrinking diameters
(ηpD0 and ηnD0, respectively) of constituent particles are chosen to produce a length extension of
∆lp = l(ηp − 1) = 2.0 and ∆ln = l(ηn − 1) = −1.2. Because the important quantity is total
cluster length extension as the variable-size particles swell, the required per-particle expansion or
contraction required is set by the total length of the cluster. Clusters composed of small numbers
of particles will require large per-particle expansions, while clusters composed of large numbers
of particles will require only small per-particle diameter changes.
Figure 6.12: The important features of a variable-diameter cluster that biases the emission and
propagation of defects. Half-ellipse shaped sub-components are l long and w wide. a The ‘cutting’
edge of the cluster. A flat edge aligned with a slip plane is needed to produce shear strains that will
create a pair of dislocations. b Rounded corners. Corners other than the primary slip edge should
be blunted to avoid spawning additional dislocation pairs. c The biasing notch. This notch guides
the negative dislocation of the pair to leave the vicinity of the cluster in the opposite direction as
the positive dislocation. d Secondary booster. The addition of another cluster with similar features
at a ∆y offset to the cutting cluster drastically increases the maximum range which the dislocation
pair can be split. The sharp edges of this half-ellipse cluster add additional shear strains that drive
dislocation motion.
Fig. 6.13 shows several important steps in the swell/shrink cycle of the high performance clus-
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ter geometry described above. In this figure, the Voronoi cells around each particle are shown as
polygons. Non-six coordinated particles are colored by their Voronoi cell vertex number. Fig. 6.13a
shows a time during cluster swelling immediately after dislocation pair creation. We see that the
pair was created at the leading edge. Stresses at the trailing edge also produce particles with dis-
turbed coordination shells, but this dislocation pair quickly recombines. Fig 6.13b shows a time
during the maximum diameter hold. During this time the negative dislocation remains trapped
near the cluster, while the positive dislocation migrates away to escape the compressed environ-
ment near the cutting edge. Fig. 6.13c shows a time during the minimum diameter hold part of
the cycle. During this hold, the negative dislocation is repelled by the tensile environment around
the cluster. If the positive dislocation had not migrated far enough away from the cluster during
the maximum diameter holding phase, then it could be attracted back during this part of the cycle.
Due to the intrinsic tension-compression asymmetry of the SLJ pair potential, driving the negative
dislocation to migrate is the limiting step. Driving the positive dislocation is comparatively easy.
6.14 Discussion
Reversibility of Operation In this study, particles of tunable diameter are bonded together into
clusters, and so considered as permanent, though flexible, units. The direction of dislocation emis-
sion biasing is entirely set by the geometry of the cluster, in particular by the placement of the
notch (Fig. 6.12c). To have a cluster that can reverse its direction of biased dislocation emission,
it would be necessary to have a cluster in which the notch can be changed in situ. This might
be possible by using a multiplexing scheme where there are three types of particles that can be
independently swelled and deswelled. One type would comprise the majority of a cluster with two
notches. The other two types would fill these notches. By activating the main body of the cluster
and only one of the notches, the direction of operation of the cluster could be selected.
The Role of Temperature Temperature plays an important role in the process of splitting a
dislocation pair via elastic forces. The influence of temperature comes into play several ways.
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Figure 6.13: Important points in the swell/shrink cycle of a notched half-ellipse cluster. Voronoi
cells surrounding each particle are shown colored by their voronoi coordination, C (or yellow,
if representing a tunable-diameter particle). a The initial split of the dislocation pair has just
occurred during the swelling phase. Another dislocation pair can be seen at the left edge of the
embedded cluster, however this pair quickly recombines. b During the large diameter holding
phase, the negative dislocation remains trapped on the cluster surface while the positive dislocation
is repulsed by the compressed environment of the swollen cluster. c As the cluster shrinks to its
original diameter and below, the negative dislocation is drawn towards the notch end and then
repelled from the tensile strains present around the shrunken cluster.
First, as the embedded cluster changes size, it imposes long range distortions to the crystal that
drive the motion of dislocations. The magnitude of thermal fluctuations in the strain field set
the range at which the cluster’s strain field is effective at motivating dislocation motion. At low
(high) temperatures, the influence of the cluster is strong (weak) relative to thermal fluctuations
far from the cluster. However, at lower temperatures dislocations and vacancies are less mobile.
Therefore they will not be able to naturally diffuse and heal out, meaning that an escalating pile-up
of damage due to cluster cycling is more common. The temperature used in this study represents
a compromise between the beneficial and adverse effects of low temperature. We expect that in
addition to temperature, the depth and steepness of the interaction potential can be tuned to achieve
similar effects. It is likely that particle interactions that produce much better dislocation mobility
characteristics are possible (i.e. a pair potential with a more symmetric attractive well).
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Swellable Particles in Vitro In theory, many polymer-based nanoparticles could be swollen by
changing their solvent environment. The surrounding bath’s composition would be changed over
the course of one cycle in order to create cyclic particle expansion. Therefore, the time required for
each cycle would depend upon the maximum rate that the solvent’s composition could be changed
(without introducing bulk flows that destroy the colloidal crystallite). Highly swellable particles
such as produced by coating with DNA surface ligands [42] suggest the possibility to engineer
particle response both in terms of solvent concentration and species. While chemical swelling
may be rate limited by mass transport in the solvent, it lends itself readily to sensing applications
in a biological or microfluidic environment. Additionally, a class of hydrogels based on poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) (poly(NIPAM)) open the possibility for thermally-swellable particles [178].
Combination chemical and thermal responsive size-changing nanoparticles have also been demon-
strated [179].
Dislocations as ‘Metamodules’ When a reconfigurable robot is composed of densely packed
subunits (modules), the motion of modules to enable ensemble reshaping must occur entirely on
the surface, as there is no room for modules to move through the bulk. As the number of modules
in a robot is increased, the surface area grows much slower than the volume. Therefore for large
numbers of modules this surface restriction is a potential limitation that could cap the reconfigura-
tion rate [175]. Designs like the Crystalline Robot [168] and the Telecube [169] aimed to address
this issue by making modules capable of expansion or contraction. In a manner analogous to a
dislocation, modules contract in sequence, transporting mass through the bulk of the robot array.
This mode of operation shares similarities to a family of crystalline defects that include dislocation
loops and crowdions. In a crowdion, a linear chain of N crystal lattice sites have N + 1 (interstitial
type) or N − 1 (vacancy type) particles occupying them [180]. Unlike more common interstitials
and vacancies, the extra or missing particle is not localized to a single site, but instead effectively
spread out over many sites with fractional occupancy. Ensembles of cubes simulated with thermal
agitation have been shown to display vacancy-type crowdions as an emergent behavior [181, 182].
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This suggests that stochastic versions of cube-type lattice robots might display crowdion-type mass
transport without careful algorithmic control of neighbor bonding and only mild module compress-
ibility. Similarly, dislocation loops are arrangements of crystal lattice planes whereN+1 orN−1
planes occupy the space of N planes in a distributed manner.
Bulk reconfiguration has also been proposed in incompressible lattice robots. Clearly, insuffi-
cient room exists to efficiently transport modules through a space-filling or dense-packed bulk, so
authors have proposed porous assembly types that alleviate this issue [183, 184, 185, 175]. This
shifts the focus of reconfiguration planning away from individual modules to groups of modules
(referred to as ‘metamodules’), which maintain an open structure. The concept of a metamodule
that maintains a sufficiently low density to permit transport can be directly compared to a dislo-
cation. Dislocations are emergent phenomena that exactly perform the task that metamodules are
designed for. Bulk material shape change results in ‘on-the-fly’ dislocation creation to transport
mass and enable plastic deformation. De Rosa et al. proposed a similar concept in the form of open
holes that are shepherded around the interior of a lattice robot. These holes perform the dual func-
tion of transporting (negative) mass through the bulk and providing a low density environment to
allow for reconfiguration. From the behavior of crystalline materials under deforming stresses, we
know that such holes are not the lowest free-energy motif that accomplishes these goals; instead,
nature has selected dislocations as its metamodule of choice.
The ability of lattice robots to employ dislocations as on-demand emergent metamodules will
depend upon the connection type present between neighbors. Many proposed crystalline robots
have rigid connections between neighbors that are toggled according to algorithmic planning. This
process of latching onto a new neighbor represents a significant fraction of the difficulty of creating
functional prototypes. Others have shown that near-isotropic bonding between neighbors is also
a feasible strategy for robot design without a well defined crystal structure [172, 152]. However,
we show here that isotropic subunit interactions coupled with a crystalline arrangement unlock the
potential of using dislocations as emergent metamodules. Lattice robots with stiff, angle-dependent
interactions are equivalent to covalently or ionically bonded materials. Dislocations are typically
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not important to the deformation of these materials, with fracture instead being the primary mode
of shape change. For robotics applications, particularly during reconfiguration, the ensemble is
desired to behave more like a ductile metal. The potential power of our work lies in the scalability
of employing dislocations. Since dislocations are emergent, stable structures with high mobility,
no control need be exerted to maintain them as they migrate. In our scheme, only the collective
action of a small number of subunits together is sufficient to create and move dislocations, thereby
reshaping the larger domain.
6.15 Conclusion
In this study we discussed a simulated 2D colloidal system in which clusters of tunable-diameter
particles are embedded. By cyclic swelling and shrinking of the particles in these clusters, dis-
locations are created and motivated to glide. Through design of the cluster shape, dislocation
emission and migration can be strongly biased. Biased dislocation emitters fundamentally exert
a shear slip effect, and by arranging multiple emitters in different configurations, different com-
pound operations can be accomplished. This work presents an alternative mechanism for colloidal
crystallite reconfiguration. We also explored how dislocations fulfill for colloids the role sought
by ‘meta modules’ in lattice robotics research, and suggest that dislocations should be considered





This dissertation has been an exploration of how local forces can be exerted within a crystalline
colloidal material to take control over the dynamics of defects. In a broad sense, all changes of
shape or arrangement of material within a crystalline domain must be accompanied by the presence
of defects. Under the conditions in which they are stable, the crystalline state pins all particles to
lattice sites, and imposes barriers and penalties to deviations from that order. Any reorganization
must come with a breakdown of that order, at least locally. From this point of view the study of
defect dynamics is fundamental to the study of any crystalline material that we wish to reorganize.
Studying defects in colloidal systems with activity brings together two worlds of study that are
often not in contact; the young and growing out-of-equilibrium colloidal suspensions community
and the mature metallurgical community. The chapters of this dissertation represent a coherent
effort to understand how active matter could be used to modify the properties or shape of colloidal
crystals.
In Chapter 3, we begin this effort by investigating the mechanical properties of crystals which
are formed from particles which repel each other. There we show how materials that interact
repulsively and those that interact attractively are comparable and even interchangeable, to some
degree. The mechanical behavior of the solid in the continuum limit does not care if the free energy
of deformation arises from enthalpic attraction or confinement by pressure. The difference we
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found for repulsive potentials was that the asymmetry between the cohesive influence of confining
pressure and repulsive interaction could result in large tension-compression asymmetries. Such
effects limit the applicability of the linear elastic framework, however the same difficulties arise
for attractive interactions with particularly asymmetric potential wells. Our final result was to
show that the linearity of a repulsive solid increases as the confining pressure is reduced towards
the melting point. These results equip us with essential information for understanding elasticity in
colloidal systems; when operating sufficiently close to the melting point of the solid, all the useful
tools of linear elastic theory can be leveraged to understand and predict driving forces.
In Chapter 4 we take the information gleaned from Chapter 3 and use it to analyze the interac-
tion of an interstitial particle and a dislocation. This chapter introduces the concept of strain field
alchemy, in which we treat the shape of an object as a fluctuating quantity that can be optimized to
maximize strain-field-mediated forces. By allowing the strain field interaction of our interstitial to
guide the selection of its shape, we arrive quickly at geometries that can be demonstrated to drive
dislocations to glide in MD simulations. This chapter shows that active particles can be tailored to
take specific control of dislocations. If a dislocation is a knife that reshapes the interior of a crystal,
then we show here that a handle can be fashioned in the form of an active particle.
In Chapter 5 we turn away from linear elastic theory and examine the interactions between the
channels of free volume that exist near a stacking fault and a rod-like active interstitial. We find
that the radius, length, and active force magnitude of the interstitial control the rotational diffusion
properties and hence the path it traces out in a crystal. The geometry of this path determines
the likelihood of an active particle encountering a stacking fault. This work shows that active
interstitials have advantages over traditional passive hardening additives. They can be designed not
only to bind strongly to dislocations, but also to search large distances to find them. As a result,
even very small additions of such particles can have large effects on the mechanical properties of
the solid. In many ways, this study complements much that was missing from Chapter 4. Here
the rotational diffusion of active rods embedded in a crystal is considered, as well as an attraction
mediated by free volume (which is beyond the reach of linear elasticity). Furthermore, the goal is
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not to drive dislocations to glide, but rather to trap them and so improve resistance to shear from
an external force.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we show how in a 2D attractive colloidal crystallite dislocations can be
used to sequentially reshape the exterior surface. We outline a scheme to produce dislocations in
a biased way using an embedded cluster of particles that can shrink or swell their diameters. The
geometry of the variable-size cluster is found to be critical to achieving reliable biased emission
of dislocations. This biased dislocation emission can be exploited to induce a variety of shape
changes in colloidal crystallites. This study is in some sense the culmination of the efforts in
this dissertation, as it most plainly demonstrates the guiding vision behind these studies. Indeed,
Chapters 4 and 5 might more easily be understood in retrospect as investigations seeking to bring
the achievements of this chapter into 3D colloidal crystals.
Taken together, the works in this dissertation seek to establish the potential of studying the
interaction of active matter with crystalline defects in a colloidal setting. We justify these works
primarily through two applications; the creation of small-scale robotic devices (which would be
required to adapt their shape in order to adapt their functionality) and the manipulation of optically
relevant colloidal crystals in a dynamic fashion. It is my hope that the work collected here can
serve as a stepping stone towards those applications.
7.2 Future Outlook
As with all research, there are many questions remaining to be addressed and expanded upon, and
I hope to see others take them up. In this section I will mention some of the experimental and
theoretical extensions that are possible to the work that has been presented here.
7.2.1 Experimental Studies
The work contained in this dissertation is entirely computational. While colloidal dislocations have
been observed [69, 70], their interaction with active matter has not been experimentally investi-
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gated. The interaction of active particles with colloidal defects is in general challenging to realize.
Dietrich et al. [77] explored active particles behaving as interstitials in 2D films of colloidal par-
ticles trapped on liquid-liquid interfaces. Recently Ramananarivo et al. [78] have experimentally
produced results which follow predictions made by van der Meer et al. in 2016 [75], in which
active particles accelerate the annealing of a 2D colloidal polycrystal. These studies do not explore
the nature of the interaction between defects and active matter, instead focusing on bulk observ-
able quantities (diffusion rates and annealing rates). As the systems considered in the chapters of
this work involve more complex active particles, as well as observations in 3D crystals, greater
experimental challenges can be expected.
The realization of Chapter 6 experimentally is in my opinion the most feasible in the short
term, as it involves relatively modest requirements for particle activity, which can be supplied by
thermal or chemical swelling. Furthermore, the essential results of biased dislocation creation
and emission can be tested using optical force microscopy similar to that carried out by Irvine
et al. [73], in which multiple colloidal particles were optically manipulated to produce or move
dislocations. The results of Chapter 6 may suggest a means to increase the efficacy of such optical
defect control.
As for the 3D work presented here, the study in Chapter 5 lends itself more readily to experi-
mental realization because the end result is a modification of bulk plasticity as a result of activity.
Individual dislocations can be imaged [69, 70, 71], which may open the possibility of directly
observing the interaction of an interstitial and dislocation as studied in Chapter 4. However more
likely for 3D studies would be the observation of a bulk property change due to dislocation-coupled
activity.
Another possibility for experimental realization lies in scaling up the meta-atoms of my stud-
ies to the macroscopic scale. As outlined in Chapter 6, as the size of the active meta-atoms are
increased we cross into the territory of swarm robotics [168, 169, 183, 184, 185, 175]. While
the increased scale eases certain experimental difficulties, a key concern is the breakdown of lin-
ear elastic behavior as the apparent hardness of the meta-atomic interactions becomes stiffer (as
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suggested in Chapter 3). My results suggest that sufficient agitation would be required to create
an effective temperature of the granular or larger system, which could return it to the strain field
fluctuation scale that has been studied in the works of this dissertation.
7.2.2 Further Computational and Theoretical Studies
The work presented in Chapter 4 concerning strain field alchemy suggests several follow up stud-
ies. We have shown here an example of a particularly relevant interaction type, that of a dislocation
with an active interstitial. However the concept should also apply to studies of the interaction of
active interstitials with each other, or indeed any other strain field-producing object embedded in
a crystal, provided that the linear elastic limits are respected. The linear elastic limit presents the
other obvious opportunity for further work; there are strong, super-elastic interactions that occur
in the cores of dislocations [164]. I expect that the interaction between an active interstitial and the
core of a colloidal dislocation could provide significantly higher binding strengths than the elastic
interaction alone, if optimized. Predicting, or even sampling the change in core binding strength
with interstitial geometry presents a challenging but potentially fruitful problem.
In Chapter 5 active interstitials were found to have strong binding preferences for the partic-
ular topology of the void space present near stacking faults. Notably absent from that study was
consideration of other shapes beyond simple rods. Segmented rods, disks, or bead-chain intersti-
tials may present opportunities for further improvement of binding strength or tuning of mobility.
Also interesting is to consider how void topology can be exploited in other, more complex crystal
structures.
Lastly, the embedded dislocation emitters of Chapter 6 suggest a few directions for further
study. In particular, the mobility of dislocations and the strain fields induced by the cluster places
a limit on how far a dislocation dipole can be separated. To de-couple the creation of the pair from
its separation, it may be possible to exploit the tactics used in Chapter 4 (i.e., bind an active particle
to a dislocations to increase its mobility). Beyond this, the collective dynamics of large numbers
of such dislocation emitters acting in tandem, or with specific phase relationships between them
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could be explored. Lastly, the dislocation emitter concept could be demonstrated in 3D. Expanding
from 2D to 3D permits for the exploration of dislocation loops, such as shown in Chapter 4.
Ultimately, many opportunities await, and it is my sincere hope that others will take up these
or similar studies to advance the art.
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APPENDIX A
Sampling of Elastic Moduli from Stress and Strain
Fluctuations
Gusev, Zehnder, and Suter propose a modification to the PR method that improves convergence to







where pa and ma are the momentum and mass of a particle a, and U(rab) is the potential energy
depending only on pairwise distances. When the six independent components of the symmetric




〉 = kBTδilδkm. (A.2)
The homogeneous strain that describes the change in a vector is written as













is the final vector. Using
the box matrix, the change in coordinates can be represented as x′i = 〈h〉ikh−1kl xl. Differentiating











kBT (δilδkm + δimδkl) . (A.4)
Here, the kinetic contribution has been dropped since we have enforced that 〈ηik〉 = 0. The found
expression can be used to modify the initial form of the fluctuation formula so that
Ciklm = 〈ηikσnj〉〈ηnjηlm〉−1, (A.5)












Due to the ensemble averaging, the momentum terms in the microscopic stress tensor cancel out
and have not been included here. This modification of the PR method enjoys improved convergence
because the stresses and strains in a system are correlated. The PR method requires that the product
〈ηikηlm〉 be fully converged. By exploiting the correlation implied by Hooke’s law,
σik = Ciklmηlm, (A.7)
this convergence requirement is relaxed and accurate elastic modulus tensors can be found more
quickly. In practice, the tensor found by this method approaches the symmetry properties of the
idealized tensor, that is, its Voigt symmetry [87] and crystal symmetry. A rough measure of conver-
gence employed here is to enforce Voigt symmetry on the resulting Ciklm and report the fractional
magnitude change that this results in. Small changes are unavoidable, given that this is a sampling
process, while large changes are an indicator of an improperly sampled system.
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APPENDIX B
Mura’s Method of Eigenstrains
The calculation of spatially varying strains is challenging because of the continuity equations that
must be obeyed. Analytic solutions for particular geometries derived in the literature follow the
general approach of a Green’s function method, analogous to the same method as employed in
studies of electrostatics [89]. Green’s functions have been obtained explicitly only for isotropic
and transversely isotropic solids. This means that when considering a real anisotropic material,
Green’s method is complex. We also seek a method that lends itself well to numerical evaluation
and can handle geometries that are as close to arbitrary as possible. For these purposes, the best
solution is the method of ‘eigenstrains’ as outlined by Mura [90].
The method of eigenstrains is a procedure developed to understand the strain fields that arise
as the result of an inclusion in a crystal. The term itself was coined by Toshio Mura to refer
to strains that are introduced in a continuum without the action of external forces, i.e., in a stress-
free manner. In various contexts, Mura’s eigenstrains have been called elastic polarization, residual
stress, or stress-free transformations. In general terms, the method of solving for eigenstrains yields
a way to suppose that a state of strain exists within a domain, and then determine the resulting
equilibrated strain distribution that would arise. The problem amounts fundamentally to enforcing
that the compatibility equations of strain are satisfied. The derivations given here follow Mura’s
work [90].
Total strain (ηij) in a domain can be regarded as the sum of elastic strain (eij) and eigenstrains
(η∗ij):
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ηij = eij + η
∗
ij. (B.1)




(ui,j + uj,i) , (B.2)
where ui,j = ∂ui/∂xj . The elastic stress is related to the elastic strain via
σij = Cijklekl = Cijkl (ηkl − η∗kl) = Cijkl (uk,l − η∗kl) . (B.3)
During these calculations, the material domain is assumed to be free from any external force or
surface constraint. These conditions are written as
σij,j = 0, (B.4)
σijnj = 0, (B.5)
where nj is the unit normal vector of the boundary of the domain. Using these constraints and the








In cases considered here, the domain is assumed infinite in extent, so eq. B.5 is replaced with the
condition σij(x) → 0 as x → ∞. The fundamental compatibility is given via eq. B.2. However,
more commonly referred to are the equations derived therefrom by eliminating ui. This leaves
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εpkiεqljηij,kl = 0. (B.8)
Here, εpki refers to the permutation matrix, whereas ηij,kl denotes the derivatives of the strain
matrix. If working in an infinitely extended domain, then the fundamental equations are simplified
to only eq. B.6. We then consider η∗ij(x) to be given in the form of a single sine wave of amplitude
η̄∗ij(ξ), where ξ is the wave vector corresponding to the given period of the distribution. The







−1 and ξ · x =
∑
k ξkxk. The solution to the fundamental equation can also be
expressed as a single wave of the same period:
ui(x) = ūi(ξ)e
iξ·x. (B.10)
Combining these expressions with eq. B.6 yields
Cijklūkξlξj = −iCijklη̄∗klξj. (B.11)
The derivation (iξ · x),l = iξl has been used. Using the notation
Kik(ξ) = Cijklξjξl, (B.12)
Xi = −iCijklη̄∗klξj, (B.13)
the three equations implied by eq. B.11 can be expressed as
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K11ū1 +K12ū2 +K13ū3 = X1, (B.14)
K21ū1 +K22ū2 +K23ū3 = X2, (B.15)
K31ū1 +K32ū2 +K33ū3 = X3, (B.16)
(B.17)
and ūi is obtained as
ūi(ξ) = XjNij(ξ)/D(ξ), (B.18)







and D(ξ) is the determinant of K(ξ). Due to the Voigt symmetry of Cijkl, it follows that
Kki = Ckjilξjξl = Cklijξlξj = Cijklξlξj = Kik, (B.20)
Nij = Nji. (B.21)
Explicitly, D(ξ) and Nij(ξ) are:





= KimKmj −KmmKij + (εmn1Km2Kn3 + εmn2Km3Kn1 + εmn3Km1Kn2) δij. (B.24)
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By substituting eq. B.18 into eq. B.10, the solution for ui is obtained:
ui(x) = −iCjlmnη̄∗mn(ξ)ξlNij(ξ)D−1(ξ)eiξ·x. (B.25)






mn(ξ)ξl (ξjNik(ξ) + ξiNjk(ξ))D
−1(ξ)eiξ·x. (B.26)
If we restrict ourselves to the linear regime of elasticity, then a superposition of solutions would
also be a valid solution. Therefore we can solve for arbitrary distributions of eigenstrain by ex-












mn(ξ)ξl (ξjNik(ξ) + ξiNjk(ξ))D
−1(ξ)eiξ·x, (B.28)
where summations are taken over ξ.
This process can actually be implemented succinctly in the Python programming language us-
ing functionality from the NumPy package. Below, I have reproduced a function which calculates
the strain distribution from a given eigenstrain distribution, an elastic modulus tensor, and a list of
k-points.
import numpy as np
# Make a list of k-points over which the eigenstrain will be calculated.
# This function is kept separate, since the list can be pre-computed and
# saved for multiple iterations of eigenstrain calculation.
# inputs:
# size - a 3-tuple, the (x,y,z) size of the simulation domain.
# vox_dist - the real space distance between voxel centers
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# output:
# gamma - a size[0]*size[1]*size[2] by 3 array of Fourier space points.
def build_gamma(size, vox_dist):
# The Fourier space points.
# For speed, these could be pre-computed and passed in
gX, gY, gZ = np.meshgrid(np.fft.fftfreq(int(size[0]),d=vox_dist),
np.fft.fftfreq(int(size[1]),d=vox_dist),
np.fft.fftfreq(int(size[2]),d=vox_dist))
# Due to row/column convention, axes of








# Computes strain from eigenstrain
# inputs:
# eigenstrain - a tensor of shape (x,y,z,3,3), where x/y/z are the
# number of voxels in each physical dimension.
# Each voxel has a 3 by 3 eigenstrain matrix associated with it.
# gamma - an array of shape (x*y*z,3) with the Fourier space
# coordinates of the voxels.
# Cijkl -- an array of shape (3,3,3,3). The elastic modulus tensor
# for the material




eps = make_permutation() # the standard permutation tensor







N = 0.5*np.einsum('klm,nop,ilo,imp->ikn', eps,eps,K,K)
Nik = (np.einsum('mi,mjk->mijk',gamma,N) + np.einsum('mi,mjk->mjik',gamma,N))/D
Nik[np.logical_not(np.isfinite(Nik))] = 0
part_a = np.einsum('ijlm,klm->kij',Cijkl,kstrain.reshape((-1,3,3)))
part_b = np.einsum('kij,kj->ki',part_a, gamma)
part_c = np.einsum('mk,mijk->mij',part_b, Nik)




Measuring Strain Fields in Particle Simulations
From a particle simulation, local strain is found by examining the neighbors of a given particle.
In this way, single particles become the smallest unit of strain in the system, and every particle
can be given a strain tensor describing its neighbor shell’s deformation away from equilibrium. A
least-squares fitting procedure is generally employed on the neighbor shell vectors to find a linear
transform matrix to describe it.
Least-squares strain fitting requires a reference configuration [186]. If Ni is the number of
neighbors of atom i and it remains unchanged through the distortion, then a matrix representing
the separation of all neighbors from particle i can be defined as
dji = xj − xi (C.1)
for all j ∈ Ni. Neighbors are often chosen to be all particles within a cutoff radius, frequently
chosen to be between the first and second coordination shell, or else as the Ni nearest particles. In
this work the first twelve nearest neighbors are chosen, which is commonly taken as the complete




j − x0i . (C.2)
The strain describing this transformation will be an affine matrix Ji that best maps these sepa-
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ration matrices
{dji0} → {dji},∀j ∈ Ni. (C.3)
This can be expressed as
∑
j∈Ni
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